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ABSTRACT
This study reviewed some challenges and issues in artifact correction meta-analysis,
particularly around using reliability estimates to correct for measurement error. Two individual
correction procedures—the Hunter-Schmidt procedure and the procedure developed by Raju,
Burke, Normand, and Langlois (the RBNL procedure)—are addressed in this research. The
purpose of this study is to use real-world data to examine the differences between meta-analytic
estimations produced by the two artifact correction procedures and those by the traditional barebones meta-analysis procedures, under the condition of inter-dependent reliabilities. The impact
of this inter-correlation on meta-analysis results needs investigation when artifact indicators,
such as reliability of predictor and reliability of outcome, are proven to be significantly intercorrelated. The current study revealed that neither the choice of artifact correction nor the choice
of analysis procedure provided any significant differences in the estimation results, whereas it
was the choice of the reliability estimates that generated noticeable differences in the results. In
addition, the violation of the assumption for independent reliability did not greatly impact the
meta-analytic estimation results.

ix

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Background
Within the domain of personnel selection, validity generalization (VG) assesses the
generalizability of a correlation (i.e., validity coefficient ρ) between employment test score (X)
and job performance (Y) across various organizational settings (Callender & Osburn, 1980;
Schmidt & Hunter, 1977). Schmidt, Hunter, and their colleagues suggested that much of the
observed variation among validity study results is due to statistical artifacts, including sample
error, measurement error, range restriction, etc. These artifacts attenuate the true validity
coefficient by a multiplicative fraction (Schmidt, Hunter, & Urry, 1976; Schmidt & Hunter,
1977). Thus, an accurate estimation for population validity coefficient can only be obtained if the
artifactual attenuations are eliminated from the observed coefficients of individual studies.
Schmidt and Hunter (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990; 2004), therefore, proposed a correlation-based
meta-analysis method that corrects the point-estimate of the validity coefficient and its variances
for artifactual effects in individual studies.
Early research on correcting artifactual effects in validity estimation assumed the nature
of independence among artifacts (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004, p. 75; Raju & Burke, 1983; Raju,
Anselmi, Goodman, & Thomas, 1998), specifically meaning that artifacts are independent of
each other and independent of the true population correlation. However, this assumption in
general can hardly be recognized in practice especially because some of the artifacts are
1
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mathematically and functionally related. Previous research has particularly examined the
interdependent relationship between reliabilities and range restrictions, as well as the
interdependency between sampling errors of observed correlations and other artifacts (Hunter,
Schmidt, & Le, 2006; Li, 2013; Mendoza & Mumford, 1987; Oswald & Johnson, 1998, Raju &
Burke, 1983; Raju, Normand, Burke, & Langlois, 1991; Raju et al., 1998;). As a result of these
examinations, formulae and procedures for artifact correction meta-analysis have gone through
continuous development and refinement in order to take account of assorted forms of correlated
artifacts.
While the research in artifact correction continues, violation of artifact independence and
its impact on meta-analysis results in practical research have not yet gained sufficient attention,
particularly for the interdependent relationship between reliability of predictor (X) and reliability
of criterion (Y). Recently, this specific assumption for independent reliabilities was reemphasized
and empirically examined for its tenability in practice (Köhler, Cortina, Kurtessis, & Gölz, 2015).
Although psychometricians are aware that different types of reliability estimates are neither
interchangeable nor equivalent to each other under most practical situations (Desimone, 2014),
not much research has been put toward the meta-analysis situation wherein mixed types of
reliability estimates are used across individual studies. Especially now knowing it is also
problematic that the degree of interdependence among reliability estimates varies across different
types of estimates. All in all, there is a lack of thorough discussion and practical investigation
around the impact of inter-correlated reliabilities and mixed types of reliability estimates on
artifact correction results.
The purpose of this research is to use real-world empirical data to examine the impact of
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correcting for measurement error on meta-analysis estimates under the condition of intercorrelated reliabilities. While a Monte Carlo study by Raju and his colleagues (Raju et al., 1998)
theoretically examined this matter in brief using simulated data, a case on this topic using realworld data has not been fully vetted. Expressly, using Hunter-Schmidt’s artifact correction
procedure (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990; 2004) and Raju-Normand-Burke-Langlois’s procedure
(Raju et al., 1991; Raju & Brand, 2003) to examine the data from published and unpublished
studies, the current research will not only inspect whether there is an effect of correlated
reliabilities on meta-analysis results, but also how this effect is manipulated by the intercorrelated relationship amongst different types of reliability estimates.
Conceptual Underpinnings for the Study
Correction for Measurement Error
In current VG research practice, artifact correction for sampling error and measurement
error has been well recognized and popularly applied (Aguinis, Dalton, Bosco, Pierce, & Dalton,
2011; Hunter & Schmidt, 2004; Murphy, 2003). As information for sample sizes and reliability
estimates becomes more accessible across social science studies, correcting sampling error and
measurement error has correspondingly been redeemed as a well-accepted convention in metaanalysis (Murphy, 2003). As a result, an appropriate use of reliability estimates for correcting for
measurement error started attracting more attention in contemporary meta-analysis research
(Köhler et al., 2015). Hunter et al. (2006) explicitly addressed the consequences of using
inappropriate reliability estimates for VG studies. Yet, limited discussions have continued
around the consequences of artifact corrections for measurement error using mixed types of
reliability estimates (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004). Moreover, there is a lack of practical
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implications in meta-analysis for the tenability of the assumption for reliability independence
(Köhler et al., 2015). The current study hence sets its focus on drawing more attention to this
research topic and fulfilling this gap.
Issues in correlated reliability. The methods for correcting for measurement error in
meta-analysis assume reliability independence (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004). Köhler et al. (2015)
tested the tenability of this assumption through examining the correlation between reliability
estimates of two variables across hundreds of empirical studies. Two of their investigations,
using real-world data, showed that there were substantial correlations between reliabilities of the
perceived organizational support (POS) and the reliabilities of its outcome variables. Also, the
degree of this relationship varied between different types of reliability estimates for independent
and dependent variables. This interdependent relationship between reliability estimates of two
variables could potentially cause a biased correction for the observed bivariate correlation.
Different types of reliability estimate different sources of measurement error, therefore
correction for measurement error in meta-analysis should be carefully implemented. Murphy,
specifically, stated that “It does not make sense to correct one correlation coefficient for errors
due to instability over time and another correlation coefficient for errors due to disagreements
between raters” (Murphy, 2003, p. 391). When certain studies are designed in a way that the
source of measurement error cannot possibly affect variances in correlation coefficients, it is
actually unnecessary to correct correlations for the artifact under inspection. In summary, if
correction for measurement error is carelessly conducted, there will be a risk of removing
variances due to situational moderators (Murphy, 2003, p. 391). Surprisingly, there has not been
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much of practical investigation in VG meta-analysis focusing on correcting for measurement
error by taking into consideration of the types of reliability estimates.
Artifact Correction Procedures
In general, there are two artifact correction approaches meta-analysis researchers often
employ, individual correction approach and artifact-distribution-based correction approach. The
choice of these two approaches mainly depends on how much information is available for
statistical artifacts. Individual correction can be applied if data (such as sample size, reliability
estimates, range restriction, etc.) is available in each sample study included in a meta-analysis.
Otherwise, when most studies do not report or sparsely report information on artifacts, yet one
still wishes for correction, then one can rely on the distributions of these artifacts to continue the
artifact correction meta-analysis in their study.
The two approaches. The present study sets its focus on the individual correction
approach for meta-analysis. The use of artifact-distribution-based correction has mainly received
praise for its practicality in handling missing values, as well as for its usefulness in incorporating
relevant information from studies that are not part of the current meta-analysis. However, as the
American Psychological Association (APA) continues to advocate standardized reporting
practice in social science research, information availability has been improved tremendously in
study reports, particularly for variables of interest and their measures, sample sizes, and
reliability estimates, though not for range restriction. As a result, the observed phenomenon is
that the individual correction approach has been more popularly adopted by recent meta-analysis
studies rather than the artifact-distribution-based correction approach (Aytug, Rothstein, Zhou, &
Kern, 2012). Secondly, comparison studies provided empirical evidences showing that the
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estimation results of artifact-distribution-based correction are not yet as accurate as those of
individual correction approach where each observed correlation coefficient is corrected and the
population estimates are derived from the corrected individual correlations (Hunter & Schmidt,
2004, p. 157; Murphy, 2003, p. 304). Thirdly, an inherent disadvantage of distribution-based
correction is that it demands an important yet unrealistic assumption of artifact independence
across studies, whereas certain individual correction procedures do not necessarily require this
assumption.
The RBNL procedure. One of the individual correction procedures developed by Raju,
Burke, Normand, and Langlois in 1991 (Raju et al., 1991), termed the RBNL procedure,
produces unbiased population estimates for a bivariate correlation of true scores. Unlike other
individual correction procedures, the RBNL procedure was developed to specifically take
account of sampling errors of the artifacts themselves, with consideration that available artifacts
across studies often suffer from sampling errors too. This procedure improves the accuracy of
population estimates, especially in contrast to the results from other artifact correction
procedures such as the procedure of Taylor Series Approximations 1 (Raju et al., 1991). In
addition, the RBNL procedure pragmatically requires fewer assumptions and addresses various
scenarios of missing artifacts. The most important thing is that the RBNL procedure was stated
as a suitable artifact correction method regardless of the types of reliabilities. “Instead of offering
a separate sampling variance formula for each definition of reliability, this development proposes
a single formula for the sampling variance of corrected corrections, which may be used with any
definition of reliability” (Raju & Brand, 2003). However, the RBNL procedure has not been
applied as popularly as the Hunter-Schmidt procedures (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990; 2004) because
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of the domination of the artifact-distribution-based approach in general, as well as the academic
influence of Frank Schmidt and John Hunter the pioneers of artifact correction. Aguinis et al.
(2011) reviewed 192 published meta-analysis studies between1982 and 2009 in which a total of
more than 5,000 correlation effect sizes were included; however, only about three percent of the
effects sizes were synthesized using the RBNL procedure.
The Hunter-Schmidt procedure. In the belief of artifact correction, Schmidt and Hunter
specifically dedicated a thorough discussion regarding the use of reliability estimates for
correcting for measurement error (Schmidt & Hunter, 1996). They described 26 different
research scenarios to address the importance and necessity of correcting for measurement error
and the use of appropriate types of reliability estimates for correction. They advocated that
researchers should estimate reliability properly when conducting individual studies, in which
way these “appropriate” estimates can be used for correcting for measurement error in a metaanalysis study. But they did not explicitly describe how their artifact correction procedures can
assure the technical accuracy when various kinds of reliability estimates for X and Y are already
reported in individual studies and ready to be entered into the correction formulae for metaanalysis. In addition, the effect of interdependence between reliability estimates of X and Y on
meta-analytic estimations has rarely been researched or discussed by Hunter, Schmidt, and their
followers (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990; 2004). With the increasing popularity of Hunter-Schmidt
correction procedures in meta-analysis, it is necessary to test how the estimation results drawn
from their procedures are impacted by different degrees of reliability interdependence across
various types of reliability estimates.
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The main research focus of this study is to use real-world data to compare the RBNL and
the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedures, and demonstrate how they perform similarly
or differently based on the real-world empirical data, under the condition of different degrees of
reliability interdependence across various types of reliability estimates. The analysis results from
this study will also be compared to conclusions from some Monte Carlo studies in order to
examine whether or not the conclusions reached by the simulation studies still hold in actual
practice.
Statement of the Problem
Previous research in statistical artifacts examined how artifacts might mathematically and
contextually correlate with each other. For instance, research on the correlated relationship
between range restriction and reliability has led to continuous technical refinement in artifact
correction procedures that take into account of this inter-correlation among artifacts (Le &
Schmidt, 2006). However, not much empirical evidence is available to demonstrate the
interdependent relationship between predictor and criterion reliabilities, and neither is there an
empirical examination on the impact of this interdependence on meta-analytic results. Further,
there is a lack of using real-world data to show how the analysis results from the Hunter-Schmidt
procedure and the RBNL procedure compare to each other under the violation of reliability
independence.
Purpose of the Study
This study aims to provide an empirical examination on the problems stated right above.
Specifically, this research study will explore the differences between meta-analysis results under
various degrees of reliability interdependency, such as differences in meta-analytic estimates for
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population effect size, observed variance, credibility intervals, confidence intervals, and
heterogeneity in population. Two individual artifact correction procedures, the Hunter-Schmidt
procedure and the RBNL procedure, will be compared in terms of variations in the parameter
estimations under reliability interdependency. This study is also interested in answering the
question whether or not the methodological advantages suggested by Monte Carlo data
simulation will still hold in real world case.
Specifically, the current study is to use a real-world case (a) to explore how and to what
degree that reliabilities are correlated between independent and dependent variables; (b) to
empirically compare the performance of the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure versus
the RBNL procedure, under the condition of inter-correlated reliabilities; (c) to compare the
estimated meta-analytic results from the two artifact correction procedures against these from the
bare-bones procedures in order to assess the necessity of artifact correction under the condition
of correlated reliabilities; and (d) to explore the differences between conclusions from data
simulation studies and these from this real-world data analysis.
Definition of Key Terms
Before diving deeper into the topic of correcting correlated measurement errors and its
impact on meta-analysis results, some terms should be clarified here for readers unfamiliar with
the history of artifact correction meta-analysis or its methodology.
Psychometric Meta-Analysis
Since the 1980s, continuous efforts have been devoted in developing meta-analytical
procedures. A meta-analysis theory was developed that adopts some basic ideas from both
psychometric theory and statistical theory in order to allow corrections for statistical artifacts,
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such as measurement error, range restriction, and others that attenuate the true population effect
size (Callender & Osburn, 1980; Raju & Burke, 1983; Schmidt, et al., 1976; Schmidt & Hunter,
1977). A collection of methods derived from this theory became known as psychometric metaanalysis (PMA). Traditional meta-analysis differs from PMA in that the former only focuses on
correcting sampling errors rather than a collection of statistical artifacts as PMA does.
Validity Generalization
Validity Generalization (VG) is a more specific case of psychometric meta-analysis
(PMA). VG usually sets its focus on the generalization of the validity of a selection test (e.g.,
personnel selection test and college entrance exam), and the effect size of interest is more often a
bivariate Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (i.e., the validity coefficient). VG
differs from PMA in that the latter focuses on a variety of effect sizes and can be more broadly
referred in other research fields other than just in educational and psychological studies. VG and
meta-analysis are not synonymous terms either, although sometimes they are used
interchangeably by Industrial and Organizational psychologists because the genesis of metaanalysis in I/O psychology is in the sphere of personnel selection validities.
Artifacts
Statistical artifacts are evidenced as the main cause of variation across individual studies
in PMA (Schmidt et al., 1976). Specifically, those artifacts include but are not limited to random
sampling error, unreliability caused by uncertainty in human subjects, as well as restrictions in
study design, and data from samples that are less than representative of the research population
or are due to inappropriate adoption of measurement tools that assess the research construct
inaccurately. In addition to these, reporting or transcriptional error is considered as one artifact
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that is difficult to correct systematically (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004). In most cases, population
estimates are considered being attenuated by various statistical artifacts that exist to different
degrees of severity across individual studies.
Artifact correction procedure. The correlation-based artifact correction was built upon
the theory that artifacts attenuate the true correlation coefficient by a multiplicative fraction
(Schmidt et al., 1976). The major goal of PMA analysis is the estimation of the mean ( M ρ ) and
variance ( V ρ ) of true validities (correlation coefficient) across populations by removing the
effect of statistical artifacts. Briefly speaking, the correlation-based artifact correction procedures
are developed on the basis of (Raju, Pappas, & Williams, 1989)

r = ρabc+e,
where a = ρ XX , b = ρYY ,and c =

predictor X and criterion Y;

u
1+ (u 2 −1)ρ 2 a2b2

;

(1)

r

is observed correlation between

ρ is population correlation between X and Y and it is unbiased from

measurement error and range restriction;

ρXX and ρYY are unbiased population reliability of X

and Y, respectively; u is the ratio of restricted population standard deviation to unrestricted
population standard deviation on the predictor; e is sampling error, assuming an uncorrelated
relationship between e and any of other parameters.
Reliability
The definition of reliability in classical test theory (CTT) is based on the premise that the
variance in observed scores (X) is due in part to true differences in the latent trait being measured
(T) and in part to error (e). This can be represented in the equation of X = T + e, where e is a
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variable that is normally distributed with a mean of zero and is uncorrelated with T and
uncorrelated with e obtained from other measures (Allen & Yen, 1979). In CTT, a reliability
coefficient ( ρXX ) is the proportion of observed score (X) variance accounted for by the true score
(T) variance, as shown by the equation of

ρXX = Var (T)/Var(X) (Graham, 2006). Bonett (2010)

described reliability of a measure as the sum or average of q “parts” of this measure which could
be raters (the inter-rater reliability), occasions and alternative forms (test-retest reliability), or test
items (split half reliability and internal consistency), assuming these q parts are independent of
each other.
Summary
The chapter introduced the topic of artifact correction for correlated reliabilities, outlined
the two artifact correction approaches, and stated some specific research problems and questions
to be investigated in the current study. Some basic concepts of artifact correction meta-analysis
were also briefly described as well in order to prepare readers who are not familiar with these
terms. This chapter sets a foundation of this dissertation and provides readers a basic
understanding of the background of this research.

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter begins with a review of the needs in correction for measurement error in
meta-analysis. This review provides a background context for the practical obstacles faced by
meta-analysts. It also focuses on the criticalness of using reliability estimates to correct for
measurement error and the impact of inter-correlated relationship between predictor reliability
and outcome reliability on meta-analysis estimations. The following section reviews two artifact
correction approaches, which leads up to the next section which is a review of two specific
analysis procedures. Finally, the last section addresses the importance of using real-world
empirical data for comparative analysis.
Correcting for Measurement Error
From the technical perspective, having reliable scores in research is a necessary condition
to ensure decent estimates for validity. Because no measurement procedure is absolutely error
free, therefore the observed relationship between two specific measures underestimates the true
relationship between the two constructs (Schmidt, Le, & Illies, 2003). Actually, the maximum
estimate of a correlation between two variables is confined by the product of the square root of
each measure’s reliability (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004, p. 96; McNemar, 1969). In other words,
reliability serves as the upper limit of effect size (Crocker & Algina, 1986; Worthen, White, Fan,
& Sudweeks, 1999). Because of this, it would be misleading to conclude raw correlations
without taking into account of measurement reliability of each variable (Behrens, 1997).
13
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However, we may have to be careful of whether substantive scientific judgments should
be based on corrections that employ an untenably low reliability for a criterion which in turn
yields a much enhanced estimate of corrected correlation (Murphy, 2003). In fact, when a study
reports an abnormally low reliability, a lot researchers might have considered the option of not
including this single study into a meta-analysis where correction for measurement error is
applied (Murphy, 2003).
Mixed Types of Reliability
When correcting for measurement error in a meta-analysis study, the form of reliability
estimates (e.g., internal consistency, inter-rater) varies from study to study, and sometimes even
varies within study (e.g., correcting the predictor for internal inconsistency and the criterion for
inter-rater unreliability). Just like an overcorrection on effect size may occur due to correcting
substantially low reliabilities in a study, using mixed types of reliability estimates in one metaanalysis for correcting for measurement error could be problematic as well. Different types of
reliability estimates technically reflect different sources of measurement error (Schmidt et al.,
2003). Substantial literature in personnel selection deals with the choice of performance measure
(Murphy & Cleveland, 1995; Schmidt & Hunter 1996; Schmidt, Viswesvaran, & Ones, 2000).
Murphy (2003) in particular pointed out that the choice of reliability estimates for a performance
measure has a large impact on the conclusions drawn from research involved with this measure.
He stated that “It makes little conceptual sense to correct one set of correlation coefficients for
the lack of generalizability across raters, another set of correlation coefficients for the lack of
generalizability across peers, and yet another set of correlation coefficients for the lack of
agreement between supervisory and objective measures of performance” (Murphy, 2003, p. 396).
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Correlated Reliability
In a related vein, an interdependent relationship between reliability estimates of X and Y
in a meta-analysis could potentially bias the estimation results as well, since most formulae and
procedures for artifact correction treat reliabilities of variables as if they were independent of
each other. Theoretically speaking, when the true relationship exists between the constructs of
two variables in a given study—that is, X and Y share true score variances—the reliabilities of
the two measures connect based on the CTT definition for reliability which is the amount of true
score variance in observed variance. Secondly, when the measurement of X and Y are taking
place at the same time in the same setting, it is very likely that situational factors, such as stress,
fatigue, length of the survey battery etc., create similar impact on how participants answer
questions or get assessed for both measures.
Köhler et al. (2015) put the assumption of independence for reliability under an empirical
investigation, in the context of Perceived Organizational Support (POS) and its antecedents and
outcomes. They collected reliability information for these variables from more than 350 studies
and their findings denied the tenability of reliability independence between X and Y. For example,
when the criterion reliability is estimated by other-rated inter-rater agreement and POS’s
reliability is based on self-rated internal consistency, the Pearson correlation between the two
types of reliabilities across studies was −.45; yet when both reliability estimates are self-rated
coefficient alpha, this strength of this relationship decreased to .16. However, there was not any
specific explanation for this significant change. They also addressed the fact that reliability
estimates not only vary from study to study, but also vary within a study (the types of reliability
estimates for X and Y are not always the same across studies or within a study), and this will lead
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the correction for measurement error varying accordingly in meta-analysis. The degree of interdependence among different types of reliabilities would result in either overestimation or
underestimation of population correlations depending on the direction of the relationship
between the reliabilities. However, they did admit that “We do not know whether the correlation
between reliabilities and our failure to account for their interdependence actually leads to a
substantial bias in meta-analytically derived corrected mean correlation coefficients” (p. 376).
Two Types of Reliability Estimates
Reliability is conventionally defined in CTT as the square of the correlation between
observed scores and true scores ρXX = Var (T)/Var(X) with X=T+e, which is very conceptual in
that the true scores (T) are always unknown. This definition leads directly to the formula for
attenuation correction that allows for estimating the correlation among true scores (Murphy &
DeShon, 2000). The definition of error (e), a variable that is assumed uncorrelated with either T
or with other e, is essential to this theory. Unless this assumption is met, the correction for
attenuation cannot provide a valid estimate of true score correlation and will lead to a biased
meta-analytical conclusion.
Internal consistency. As the most commonly used reliability estimate for educational
and psychological measures (Bollen, 1989, p. 215), coefficient alpha is an index of internal
consistency and reflects the degree of item agreement within a measure. Recent research from
Schmidt et al. (2003) indicated that there is transient measurement error in self-reported
psychological measures that often gets ignored (e.g., personality and ability measures). Transient
error occurs across occasions and is caused by variations in subject’s mood, feeling, mental
efficiency, or mental state across occasions (Schmidt et al., 2000). Failing to capture this type of
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error substantially attenuates observed relationships between constructs and leads to erroneous
conclusions unless it is appropriately corrected for. This implies that the common practice of
using coefficient alpha for correcting unreliability in meta-analysis typically leads to undercorrection and potentially produces a downward bias in estimates of population mean correlation.
This type of reliability does not detect or remove the effects of transient error since it is
estimated through self-reported data collected at one point in time, and it only captures the
random response error which occurs across items within the same occasion, as well as specific
factor error (e.g., when one has dyslexia issues with reading survey items).
Intra-rater reliability. In personnel selection, it is quite common that job performance
or organizational behaviors are rated by supervisors and coworkers. Just as in psychiatric therapy,
clinical counselors have to evaluate patient’s condition beyond patient’s self-report syndromes.
However, Ones, Viswesvaran, and Schmidt (2008) argued that the most appropriate reliability
coefficient for performance or behavior ratings for those studies should be inter-rater reliability
estimated by the correlation between ratings produced by different raters at Time 1 and Time 2
across a reasonable time interval. However, in usual cases it is more commonly seen that only
one rater is assigned to one ratee at a single time point and it is not the same rater for all ratees.
Reliability estimated in these common cases is intra-rater reliability (indexed as Conbach’s
alpha). Note that one should never use a mixture of intra- and inter-rater reliabilities in the
artifact-distribution-based correction since the sources of measure error are different (Hunter &
Schmidt, p. 137). Particularly, the use of intra-rater reliabilities is claimed to lead to very severe
under-corrections for measurement error, since it does not capture either transient error or rater
bias due to rater-ratee interactions (Schmidt et al., 2000).
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Two Types of Artifact Correction Approaches
Individual Correction
When information is available for the size and nature of the artifacts in most studies, and
the few missing values can be replaced by the mean value across the studies where information is
given, then each observed correlation is able to be corrected individually and the meta-analysis
could be conducted on the corrected correlations. This type of artifact correction in meta-analysis
refers to individual artifact correction. In other words, if the reliability of each variable is known
in individual study, error of measurement can be eliminated from a meta-analysis at the level of
single study.
Artifact-distribution-based Correction
However, when information for artifacts is only sporadically available, artifact
distributions (i.e., mean and variance for each artifact) is suggested being used to correct the
observed effect size distribution at meta-analysis level. This usage of artifact distribution to
correct effect size distribution refers to artifact-distribution-based correction or distributional
meta-analysis (Murphy, 2003). If correction is done this way, the accuracy of meta-analytic
estimates functionally depends on artifact distributional parameters. Sometimes, the values used
in artifact distributions can be taken directly from the studies that contribute correlation
coefficients to the meta-analysis. In other cases, however, the information of artifacts from the
studies is so sparse that the artifact distributions have to be hypothetically assumed based on
researchers’ knowledge in the research topic, and this is specifically called hypothetical artifact
distribution (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004).
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Challenges for the Two Approaches
Meta-analysis studies that use artifact-distribution-based approach tend to generate
population estimates that are not quite as accurate as those from the studies where the approach
of correcting coefficient individually is applied (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004, p. 157). The
conundrum in reality is that the needed information for correcting artifacts in each individual
study is often not available, thus distributional meta-analysis must be used if one still wishes for
a correction in this situation (Hunter &Schmidt, 2004, p. 167).
However, the application of artifact-distribution-based correction can be more
challenging than individual correction. In the artifact correction meta-analysis world, there are
five classic artifact-distribution-based correction procedures including the interactive procedure
(Pearlman, Schmidt, & Hunter, 1980), the non-interactive procedure (Schmidt, Gast-Rosenberg,
& Hunter, 1980), the independent multiplicative procedure (Callender & Osburn, 1980), and the
Taylor Series Approximation 1 (TSA1) and TSA2 procedures (Raju & Burke, 1983). Burke and
Landis (Murphy, 2003, p. 287) discussed five methodological and conceptual challenges using
these five procedures to make extrapolations about relations of constructs and the effectiveness
of behavioral intervention. They pointed out that the accuracy of estimates yielded by the five
well-known correction procedures substantially depend on the degree of congruence between the
hypothetically assumed artifact distribution and the true distribution (Paese & Switzer, 1988;
Raju et al., 1989). All five procedures commonly adopted a hypothetical artifact distribution
presented in Pearlman, Schmidt and Hunter (1980), and this distribution was only meant for
personnel selection test settings. When an indiscreet adoption of this distribution occurs in
domains other than personnel selection, questions will arise around the accuracy and
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effectiveness of these artifact correction procedures. In addition, a meta-analysis study in a new
research domain or topic where not much of literature is available will have no reliable source to
refer to for a hypothetical artifact distribution. In conclusion, the merit of artifact-distributionbased correction would be unknown due to the impossibility of knowing the extent to which the
assumed artifact distribution represents the unknown population artifact distribution.
Another apparent shortcoming of using artifact distribution is that it automatically
assumes homogeneity of reliabilities and it does not differentiate the forms of reliability.
Reliability can be estimated via multiple procedures to capture specific sources of measurement
error and can result in different sampling distributions. Awareness of such variety is important
for researchers to reach more judicious conclusions. When general conclusions on measurement
error are made through combining different types of reliability, a combined estimate of reliability
at the meta-analytic level will confound the sources of measurement error captured by each type.
Transforming the reliability estimates into one form might be an alternative solution. However,
the problem is that a transformed coefficient alpha displays an F distribution (Feldt, 1965;
Kristof, 1963), and split-half correlations are typically adjusted for test length, which results in a
sampling distribution different from that of the unadjusted split-half correlation (Lord, 1974).
Therefore, reliability transformation might not be the ultimate solution. But the other way we can
explore this is that upon a sufficient amount of reliability estimates, studies with the same type of
reliability can be synthesized in a group, separated from those that reported a different form of
reliability (Beretvas & Pastor, 2003; Sawilowsky, 2000).
Thirdly, when artifact-distribution-based approach is in use, it generally requires a certain
degree of independence among artifacts across studies (i.e., the pair-wise independence
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assumption). This assumption of artifact independency across studies means the artifacts are
independent of each other and independent of the size of the true population correlation (Hunter
& Schmidt, 2004; Raju et al., 1998), and this applies to most distribution-based correction
procedures, such as the five classic ones mentioned earlier. One of the pair-wise independence
assumptions is that measurement error of X is uncorrelated with measurement error of Y across
studies. However, empirical evidences have shown that this assumption is likely to be challenged
in practice (Köhler et al., 2015; Mendoza & Reinhart, 1991).
Individual correction on the other hand avoids all the three issues discussed above which
artifact-distribution-based correction has to face. Different sources of measurement error can be
corrected individually for each study, and then meta-analysis is conducted based on those
corrected sample correlations. Therefore, the only homogeneity we should focus on is the
homogeneity of sample correlations, and this approach does not necessarily require
independence among artifacts across studies since artifacts have already been corrected at
individual level.
However, the limitation of individual correction cannot be avoided when reliability
estimates correlate within a study. This independence assumption for artifacts within a study
means that measurement error of X should be uncorrelated with measurement error of Y in a
given study. While this assumption has been theoretically and empirically contested by an
opposite finding from Köhler et al. (2015), the impact of this relationship on artifact correction
has not been addressed sufficiently (Raju et al., 1998; Zimmerman & Williams, 1977). Luckily,
the artifact correction meta-analysis method developed by Raju et al. (Raju et al., 1991; Raju &
Brand, 2003) has been specifically addressed to be applicable for any definition of reliability
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(Raju & Brand, 2003). In this regard, the current research will expect the RBNL procedure to
provide more accurate meta-analytic estimates than those from other artifact-correction
procedures.
Two Individual Correction Procedures
The RBNL Procedure
The RBNL procedure essentially adopts a sample-based individual correction approach,
therefore it naturally suffers when artifact data is partially available or hypothetical artifact
values are used to replace missing values (Murphy, 2003, p. 273). However, the major advantage
of the RBNL procedure is that it takes account of sampling errors of the artifacts themselves
(Raju et al., 1991; Raju & Burke, 2003). In addition, it does not explicitly require one of the
main assumptions underlying most of the correlation-based procedures which is that the
population correlation (p), predictor reliability, criterion reliability, and range restriction are
uncorrelated across populations and within a population (Raju & Burke, 1983; Raju et al., 1989;
Raju et al., 1998). Thirdly, the RBNL procedure is stated as a suitable artifact correction method
regardless of the type of reliability estimates because of its ability of accounting for the sampling
errors of artifacts. An overview of the RBNL procedure is summarized below.
The theoretical foundation of the RBNL procedure starts with

)

ρi = ρi + ei ,
where

ρi

(2)

is the unrestricted and unattenuated population correlation for sample (study) i;

an estimate of the unattenuated and unrestricted population correlation

ρi

)

ρi

is

for sample (study) i;

)
e i is the sampling error associated with ρi . It is assumed that the expectation of e i is zero and

there is an independent relationship between

ρi
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and

e i across populations. In fact these two

assumptions may be considered tenable in most empirical studies (Raju et al., 1989), which lead
to the equation of

Mρ = Mρˆ

(3)

and

Vρ = Vρˆ − Ve .

(4)

)

In order to obtain M ρ , the first step of the RBNL procedure is to calculate ρi for each individual
study i using Equation 5 which is derived based on classical test theory (Lord & Novick, 1968).

)

ρi =

ki ri
rXi Xi rYiYi − ri2 + ki2 ri2

,

(5)

where ri is the correlation between the predictor X and criterion Y in a sample (study) i from the
attenuated and restricted population

ρi , and it is a simpler expression of rX Y ; rX X
i i

i

i

is the

sample-based, observed reliability for predictor X; rYiYi is the sample-based, observed reliability
for criterion Y;

u i is the ratio of SDi over SDa , the ratio of restricted standard deviation (SDi) to

unrestricted standard deviation (SDa) on X;

)
k i is equal to 1/ ui . After each ρi is calculated from

observed values according Equation 5; M ρ̂ can be obtained through the sample size weighted

)

average of ρi and ready to be used as an estimate of M ρ based on Equation 3.
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In order to estimate Vρ from Equation 4, one should first calculate Vρ̂ the variance of

)

ρi

from the set of sample studies. Ve , the sample-size weighted average of V̂ei , can be calculated
following Equation 6.
Vˆei =

k i2 rX i X i rYiYi ( rYiYi − ri 2 )( rX i X i − ri 2 )
,
( N − 1)Wˆ 3
i

(6)

i

where Wˆ i = rX i X i rYiYi − ri 2 + k i2 ri 2 . The Equation 6 forms the basis for calculating V̂ei . However,
this calculation may vary depending on how much information for artifacts is reported in a
sample study, and the following section provides detailed calculation procedures for seven
different scenarios in VG research.
(1)

When

u i is unavailable: one possible substitute for each missing u i is the weighted

average of all available range restriction values in a given set of studies. A suggested
alternative is to use the hypothetical distribution of range restriction recommended by
Schmidt, Hunter, and their colleagues (Pearlman et al., 1980) or by Alexander, Carson,
Alliger and Cronshaw (1989) particularly for VG studies. Both have been popularly used
in VG research, but the second option is preferred when none of the validity studies in a
given meta-analysis provide information for range restriction. With an estimate for u i ,

)

one can readily use Equation 5 and Equation 6 to estimate ρi and its sampling variance,
and then proceed with the rest of the meta-analysis as previously outlined.
(2)

When rX i X i is unavailable: using weighted mean of all available predictor reliability or
the recommend hypothetical distribution for predictor reliability (i.e., an average

reliability of .80) by Pearlman et al. (1980), one can estimate
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)

ρi and its sampling variance

using Equation 5 and Equation 7.
Vˆei =

(3)

k i2 r X2 i X i rYiYi ( rY Yi − ri 2 )(1 − ri 2 )

(7)

( N i − 1)Wˆ i 3

When rYiYi is unavailable: using weighted mean of all available criterion reliability or the
recommended hypothetical distribution for criterion reliability (i.e., an average reliability
of .60 in Pearlman et al., 1980) if it is appropriate, one can estimate

)

ρi and its sampling

variance using Equation 5 and Equation 8.
Vˆei =

k i2 rX i X i rY2iYi (1 − ri 2 )( rX i X i − ri 2 )
( N − 1)Wˆ 3
i

(4)

When

(8)

i

u i and rX X are unavailable: combining situation of 1 and 2, one can estimate
i

i

)

ρi and its sampling variance using Equation 5 and Equation 7.
(5)

When

u i and rY Y are unavailable: combining situation of 1 and 3, one can estimate
i i

)

ρi and its sampling variance using Equation 5 and Equation 8.
(6)

When rX i X i and rYiYi are unavailable: combining situation of 2 and 3, one can estimate

)

ρi and its sampling variance using Equation 5 and Equation 9.
Vˆei =

k i2 rX2i X i rY2iYi (1 − ri 2 ) 2
( N − 1)Wˆ 3
i

(7)

When

i

u i rX X and rY Y are unavailable: combining situation of 6 and 1, one can

estimate

i

)

i

i i

ρi and its sampling variance using Equation 5 and Equation 9.

(9)
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The RBNL procedure, which is an individual correction method, should be able to
generate more accurate population parameter estimates than artifact-distribution-based correction
procedures. Investigations through Monte Carlo simulations demonstrated that TSA1 was
generally superior to the other four classic artifact-distribution-based procedures mentioned
earlier when estimating the mean ( M ρ ) and variance ( V ρ ) of true validity distribution
(Mendoza & Reinhardt, 1991; Raju & Burke, 1983). Although only few VG models specifically
address the correlated relationship between artifacts, the RBNL procedure provides more
accurate estimates when compared to TSA1 under different degrees of inter-correlation among
artifacts (Raju et al., 1998). A series of Monte Carlo studies by Raju et al. (1998) proved that
both the TSA1 and the RBNL procedures provide comparable estimates for the mean true
validity ( M ρ ), but the RBNL procedure offers more accurate estimation for the true validity
variance ( V ρ ).
Besides offering more accurate population estimates, the RBNL procedure provides
artifact correction at an individual study level, which in turn presents researchers an opportunity
to conduct statistical significance tests on corrected correlations between individual studies.
Another convenience is that instead of offering a separate sampling variance formula for each
definition of reliability, the RBNL procedure proposes a single formula for estimating sampling
variance of corrected correlations that can be used for any form of reliability.
The Hunter-Schmidt Procedure
Hunter-Schmidt’s artifact correction procedures (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990; 2004) have
been the most commonly used meta-analysis procedures in applied psychology (Aguinis et al.,
2011; Murphy, 2003). Frank Schmidt and John Hunter are pioneers of psychometric meta-
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analysis (PMA) which addresses the effect of statistical artifacts on meta-analysis estimates
(Callender & Osburn, 1980; Raju & Burke, 1983; Schmidt & Hunter, 1977). The main focus of
Hunter-Schmidt’s procedures is on artifact correction particularly when range restriction is
involved (Law, Schmidt, & Hunter 1994; Hunter et al., 2006). Yet, the reality is that as much as
the information availability has been improved in social science studies, getting information for
range restriction is still very challenging (Aguinis et al., 2011; Aytug et al., 2012;), and the
judgment call for direct or indirect range restriction is not always very intuitive either. The
practical usage of Hunter-Schmidt procedures was examined by Aguinis et al. (2011) through a
collection of published meta-analysis studies in the VG field from the past 30 years. Their work
revealed that a vast majority of these published studies did choose Hunter-Schmidt procedures
but did not actually follow the complete analysis procedure to identify and incorporate range
restriction correction. In addition, the use of Hunter-Schmidt meta-analysis procedures could
potentially be limited in practice due to the requirement of the fundamental assumption that the
true validity and artifacts have to be pair-wise independent from each other across populations.
If readers are interested in the specifics, Chapter Three of Hunter & Schmidt’s metaanalysis book (2004) detailed the theoretical foundation and the procedure of correcting
measurement errors at the level of single study for meta-analysis (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004, p.
95). The following section thus presents a brief summary of the Hunter-Schmidt sample-based
individual correction procedure.
First of all, a different format was used in Hunter and Schmidt’s book to denote Equation
1 as

ri = ρi Ai + ei ,

(10)
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where Ai represents the artifact attenuation factor for each study i and Ai actually is a
multiplicative factor of all the correctable artifacts for a study. Therefore when Ai

= rXi Xi rYiYi

is introduced to Equation 10, meaning only measurement errors in X and Y are taken into
consideration for artifact correction, the observed correlation can be expressed as

ri = ρi rXi Xi rYiYi + eri ,

(11)

where all the definitions are the same as described in the section of the RBNL procedure above,
except eri is denoted to represent the sampling error associated with ri .
The following describes an individual artifact correction approach adopted by the HunterSchmidt procedure for estimating M ρ and V ρ . First, the corrected correlation is derived from

ρ̂i =

ri
Ai

(12)

for each study. Second, the sampling error variance in the uncorrected correlation ri needs to be
computed first via

(1 − ro )2
υeri =
,
Ni −1
2

where

(13)

ro is the sample size weighted average of the uncorrected correlation ri across studies.

Until now, five numbers are recorded for each study including the uncorrected correlation ri , the
corrected correlation ρ̂i , the sample size Ni, the compound attenuation factor Ai, and the
sampling error variance in the uncorrected correlation υ

e ri

.
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Sequentially, the corrected population average M ρ can be estimated through

∑ w ρˆ
∑w

M ρˆ =

i

i

,

(14)

i

2
w
=
N
A
i
i
i
where
. In order to estimate V ρ through

Vρ = Vρˆi − Ave(υeρˆi )

(15)

the variance of corrected correlation has to be calculated first via

Vρˆi

∑ w (ρˆ − M ρ )
=
∑w
i

2

ˆ

i

(16)

i

following with the sampling error variance in the corrected correlation computed from

υeρ =
ˆi

υe

ri

Ai

(17)

2

and

Ave(υ eρˆi ) =

∑wυ
∑w

i eρˆi

.

(18)

i

Hunter and Schmidt stated that error of measurement should always be corrected
especially when conducting meta-analysis studies, regardless of the fact that reliability estimates
used for correction are not always accurate and there is possible a lack of information for the
effect of range restriction on reliabilities (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004, p. 103). But they did not
provide any empirical evidence to address whether this conclusion would still hold when a
severe interdependence between reliabilities is present. Fortunately, the current study sets its
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effort in investigating the effectiveness of the Hunter-Schmidt correction for correlated
measurement errors.
The Bare-Bones Procedures
When sampling error is the only artifact to be considered, the bare-bones meta-analysis
model can be used. Because of its simplicity, the bare-bones model has actually been widely
used in a variety of different disciplines (e.g., psychology, ecology, engineering, medicine,
pharmaceutics, epidemiology, business, and consumer research) where measurement reliabilities
and range restrictions are not commonly recognized.
Methods for conducting this kind of random-effects meta-analysis model has been
evolving just like many other meta-analytical techniques. Two bare-bones procedures have been
widely used, the Hedges-Vevea procedure (Hedges & Vevea, 1998) and the Hunter-Schmidt
bare-bones procedure (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004; Schmidt & Hunter, 1977). The latter one is
often found widely applied in the Industrial and Organizational field as opposed to the HedgesVevea procedure which is much more popular in other research fields. The major differences
between these two procedures reside in whether or not the Fisher’s z-transformation for observed
correlation effect size r is used, as well as the weighting scheme in estimating population
correlation effect size ρ based on observed value of r. The Hedges-Vevea procedure first
transforms observed r to Fisher’s z and then conducts the proceeding analyses based on z values,
whereas the Hunter-Schmidt procedure uses observed r value throughout the computation. The
Hedges-Vevea procedure uses an optimal weighting scheme where both the estimated population
variance and the study sample size are considered, while the Hunter-Schmidt method weights
observed r using its associated sample sizes. Few Monte Carlo studies showed that both of the
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bare-bones procedures generated quite comparable estimation results, and some studies even
detailed comparison between these two procedures (Field, 2001; Hall & Brannick, 2002).
Estimates from the bare-bones model will be used in the current study as a baseline
benchmark in contrast to the estimates from other artifact correction models. In this way, any
significant differences attributable to artifact correction procedures can be easily red-flagged
(Murphy, 2003, p. 359; p. 405). Murphy (2003) advocated for research to return to the barebones methods instead of overusing and overdeveloping artifact correction procedures. He stated
that all the complexity in artifact correction models did not actually produce much difference
among them in terms of estimation results, whereas results from the bare-bones meta-analysis
turned out to have minor differences with those that involved artifact correction.
Admittedly, prevalent opinions on the weakness of the bare-bones model being used in
social science is that it takes only the sampling variance into account but no other artifacts,
which would inevitably introduce a bias toward overestimation of the true correlation variance
(Callender, Osburn, Greener, & Ashworth, 1982). Studies based on data simulation indicated a
quite pronounced tendency for the bare-bones model to overestimate the true variance and to
underestimate the lower credibility value (Callender et al., 1982). This tendency would lead to an
under-generalization of validity. However, when reliability interdependence is present in a realworld case, it would be interesting to see if the population estimations between the bare-bones
estimates and these from artifact correction procedures are significantly different.
Using Real-World Data
The current study proposes an empirical investigation instead of a theoretical testing.
Myriad Monte Carlo studies have been done examining the precision and bias of various meta-
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analytic procedures, but it is questionable that these conclusions reached by the simulation data
still hold true in actual practice. Monte Carlo data simulation methods prevail in testing how
meta-analysis results vary under different degrees of violation of the underlined assumptions,
and addressing the strength and weakness of each method and procedure (Callender & Osburn,
1981; Hall & Brannick, 2002; Law et al., 1994; Oswald & Johnson, 1998; Raju et al., 1998;
Vacha-Haase, 1998; Schmidt, Law, Hunter, Rothstein, Pearlman, & McDaniel, 1993). In this
sense, Monte Carlo studies can be extremely useful for studies focusing on methodology
comparison in that they often provide important insights into the similarity and difference among
various analytic approaches.
However, the central weakness of most Monte Carlo studies resides in the gap between
using the simulated data for research methodology development and the actual research in
practice where much more complexity exists in terms of assessing research assumptions.
Therefore, an empirical exploration in the effect of reliability interdependency using real-world
data is needed, not only to bridge the gap between data simulation and actual application in the
field practice, but also to provide some basic understanding on how correlated reliability
estimates affect parameter estimates in meta-analysis.
Summary
This chapter reviewed some challenges and issues which artifact correction meta-analysis
has been facing, particularly for correcting measurement error and using artifact-distributionbased meta-analysis. Correcting measurement error using individual artifact correction approach
is hence promoted in this study. Two individual correction procedures were reviewed in this
chapter. Built on those concepts, the next chapter will present the study design and analysis
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method in order to evaluate the empirical performance of the two artifact correction procedures
under reliability interdependence.

CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
The purpose of this chapter is to present the methods that were used to evaluate the
research goals set in Chapter One. The first section introduces the procedure of collecting and
coding selected studies from which information was extracted. The second section presents the
basic study characteristics, the magnitude of correlations between reliability estimates, and
different statistical indices across four sets of data analyzed in the current study. The last section
describes the methods of meta-analysis (i.e., the Hedges-Vevea procedure, the Hunter-Schmidt
bare-bones procedure, and the RBNL artifact correction procedure) that were compared using the
data collected for this study. Specifically, the main focus of the last section is on how the
estimation results from the different procedures compared to each other, when taking into
account the types of reliabilities and the magnitude of the correlation between reliabilities.
Selection and Inclusion of Studies
Data of the current study were extracted from a subset of studies from Köhler, Cortina,
Kurtessis and Gölz’s research (2015). Köhler et al. searched and identified a large collection of
studies involved Perceived Organizational Support (POS) and variables such as Organizational
Affective Commitment, Job Satisfaction, Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB), and Job
Performance (JP). POS is defined as the employees’ perception about the degree to which the
organization appreciates their contribution and would treat them favorably or unfavorably in
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diverse situations (Eisenberger, Fasolo, LaMastro. 1990). JP is defined as a fulfillment of tasks
that are required by the formal job description. OCB is considered as behaviors that arenot only
beneficial to the organization but also go beyond formal job requirements, such as helping coworkers at work, working extra hours, making suggestions for improvement, and other related
behaviors (Borman & Motowidlo, 1997). OCB also includes actions favorable to the
organization as a whole (OCB to Organization) and those favorite to other individuals such as
supervisors and coworkers (OCB to Individuals) that go beyond assigned responsibility. The
reliability information for variables of POS and its antecedents and outcomes was gathered by
the researchers to calculate the extent to which these reliability estimates correlate.
Köhler et al.’s literature search was conducted with rigor. Both published and
unpublished citations were quested between the timeframe of 1986 to 2011 in ABI/INFORM,
APA PsycNET, PsycINFO, ProQuest Research Library, Digital Dissertations, Google Scholar,
and the Defense Technical Information Center using key words perceived organizational support,
organizational support, perceived support, and POS. Previous meta-analyses studies on POS
were also used as the stems to track down any references that were not identified in the first
round of search. There were 345 citations included in their study containing critical information
that could be used for the current research purpose (e.g., sample size, reliability coefficients,
correlation coefficients, and other study descriptions). A particular advantage of adopting the
studies they gathered is that the unidimensionality of the construct of POS was already ensured
by Köhler et al.’s searching procedure. This is because Köhler et al. set up a key inclusion
criterion that a study can only be included if the common measure of POS developed by
Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchison, and Sowa (1986) was used in that study.
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To meet the need of the current study, only the articles reporting the Pearson correlation
coefficient between POS and one of the two criterion variables JP or OCB were included. This
inclusion criterion was put into place due to the consideration that JP and OCB represent two
independent yet common aspects of Outcome Performance which has been studied as one of the
key consequences of POS (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002). In addition, both internal consistency
and intra-rater reliability estimates were collected respectively for JP and OCB with a decent
amount of studies as a result of Köhler et al.’s research. Information of the two types of
reliability estimates facilitated explorations on how the interaction between the type of reliability
and the magnitude of correlation between reliability estimates impact artifact correction results,
particularly when using different meta-analysis procedures. However, because OCB was
measured and reported with high diversity and complexity across these sample studies, the
current research therefore further recoded and analyzed the data separately from the way that
OCB scores were reported. For instance, three separate datasets were created for OCB-Overall,
OCB to Organization (OCB-O), and OCB to Individuals (OCB-I), respectively. This data
organization aimed to maximize the integrity of the measurement construct for each variable
involved in the current study, and to ensure that studies included in each data set were
theoretically and rationally similar to each other. This separation for outcome variables of OCBOverall, OCB-I, and OCB-O might reduce the number of studies included in each dataset but
increase the interpretability of the analysis results.
Out of the total 345 articles Köhler et al. cited in their reference list, there were 340
articles successfully retrieved and reviewed. The current research only included studies that
contained full or partial information that can be used for artifact correction meta-analysis for the
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correlation of POS with JP, the correlation of POS with OCB-Overall, the correlation of POS
with OCB-I and, last but not the least, the correlation of POS with OCB-O. This restriction
excluded 207 articles and left 132 articles to be included in the present study.
Study Design
Table 1 presents the design of the study analysis and how the data extracted from the
collection of studies are arranged for the current analysis needs. This research essentially
involved a three-factor design with the method of analysis as one of the factors. There are four
sets of data examining the correlations of POS and its four criterion measures, as well as two
types of reliability estimates (self-rated vs. other-rated) for each criterion variable, together
generating eight combinations. Each combination was analyzed by four meta-analysis
procedures including the Hedges-Vevea procedure, the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure,
the Hunter-Schmidt individual artifact correction procedure, and the RBNL individual artifact
correction procedure.

Table 1. Data organization and study design for the current research
Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Predictor
variable X

POS

POS

POS

POS

Reliability
of X

(internal consistency)

(internal consistency)

(internal consistency)

(internal consistency)

Criterion
variable Y

JP

OCB-Overall

OCB-I

OCB-O

Reliability
of Y

self-rated
(internal
consistency)

other-rated
(intra-rater)

Number of
studies

32

59

self-rated
self-rated
other-rated
other-rated
(internal
(internal
(intra-rater)
(intra-rater)
consistency)
consistency)
15

15

32

62

self-rated
(internal
consistency)

other-rated
(intra-rater)

23

28

38
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Coding and Data Compilation
Each of the 132 articles was reviewed for relevance and coded for information. No
subjective coding was essentially necessary since the needed information can be easily found in
the method section in most studies. At first, all the articles were reviewed and coded by the
current researcher who is familiar with both the topic of Industrial and Organizational
Psychology and Quantitative Research Methodology. Later, the coding results were sent to
another coder who was a graduate student in Statistics for a random cross-check. Whenever
coding discrepancies existed, they were resolved by a series of discussions between the two
coders until a consensus was reached. The identified key information can be organized by the
three main categories listed below.
Study Characteristics
This category included descriptive information about the sample studies themselves such
as year of publication, whether research is funded or not, participants’ occupation (e.g., clerk,
mechanical technician, salesman), the type of organization (e.g., research institution, university,
firms, corporates), the geographical region where the research was conducted (e.g., the name of
the countries), and publication status (e.g., unpublished dissertation or thesis, journal publication,
evaluation reports). In field research, information from this category potentially can be used for
detecting the effect of moderators (if there is any) on the relationships between POS and its
criterion variables. However, information from this category does not involve the main focuses
of the current research.
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Effect Sizes and Reliability
Information in this category served for detecting the correlated relationship between
reliability estimates of predictor and outcome variables, as well as for artifact correction for
measurement error. This category contained information of the variable names (e.g., perceived
organizational support, job performance, organizational citizenship behavior), the observed
bivariate correlation coefficient as effect size, the descriptive statistics for the variables of
interest (e.g., sample size, mean, standard deviation or variances), the type of reliability (e.g.,
internal consistency, test-retest, intra-rater, or inter-rater), the value of reliability estimates, the
number of items used in the instrument, and the rating scales such as the 1 to 5 or 1 to 7 Likert
scale. Reliability coefficients were coded as internal consistency when respondents completed a
measure about themselves at the same time point. If the target of the measures was different from
the person who completed the questionnaire (e.g., peer reports, supervisor reports), reliability
values for those measures were noted as intra-rater reliability and indexed with Cronbach’s alpha
from raters.
If a study reported bivariate correlation and reliability information on more than two
criterion variables, it contributed multiple independent effect sizes. This is because these
outcome variables represented different constructs. For example, if a study measured and
reported correlation coefficient of POS with JP, as well as correlation of POS with OCB-Overall,
even from the same group of participants, this one study still offered two independent effect sizes
for the two sets of data that will be meta-analyzed separately (Table 1). Multiple effect sizes
from one article can also be treated as if they were from different studies where each effect size
was calculated from an independent sample and their sampling errors were not correlated. For
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example, Pazy and Ganzach’s study (2009) contributed three independent effect sizes for the
correlation of POS and JP, because these effect sizes were calculated from three different
samples—salesman, students, and customer service representatives.
However, a composite correlation effect size or a composite reliability coefficient should
be calculated, especially when a study used a measure that contains multiple subscales and
reported information for each subscale but not for the entire measure. This is because multiple
effect sizes or data points from these subscales are non-independent since they were computed
from data collected from the same sample of participants, and also these subscales of one
measure represent similar aspects of the overarching construct. For instance, many studies
measured the same group of participants using the OCB scale developed by Organ (1988) and
Podsakoff and MacKenzie (1989). These two instruments included subscales of altruism,
conscientiousness, sportsmanship, and civic virtue, where the first three subscales together
represent the OCB to Individuals aspect (OCB-I) and the civic virtue subscale is intended to
measure the OCB to Organization aspect (OCB-O). These studies either reported scores for both
overall scale level and subscale level or scores for just one of the two levels. Similar reporting
patterns were observed for another set of studies that measured OCB using the instrument
developed by Moorman & Blakely (1995). This instrument included subscales of helping, voice,
action, and loyalty, where the helping and voice subscales represent the OCB-I aspect and action
and loyalty represent the aspect of OCB-O. At other times, Williams and Anderson’s (1991)
instrument was used to measure OCB that benefits both the larger organization (OCB-O) as well
as a specific individual (OCB-I). OCB was also measured in some other studies as part of extrarole performance (OCB-O) and contextual performance which is considered as equivalence to
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OCB-I (Van Dyne, Graham, & Dienesch, 1994; Williams & Anderson, 1991). Fortunately, the
definition of JP was much more consistent across the vast majority of studies as in-role
performance or task performance meaning a completion of tasks as part of job duty. These
studies often used a single set of items with no subscales to measure JP as one construct. In terms
of POS, its measurement construct was the most unidimensional one in that all the sample
studies used items from the original 36-item instrument developed by Eisenberger et al. (1986).
For those studies that collected data from same group of participants using a measure that
contained multiple subscales and reported scores for each of the subscales instead of the whole
measure, a single composite correlation of effect size and scale level reliability was calculated
using the equations provided by Hunter & Schmidt (2004, p. 433). This step ensured effect sizes
were independent of each other by including only one effect size calculated from a participant
group for one set of study listed in Table 1. This is particularly important since a fundamental
assumption for meta-analysis is independence between effect sizes. A violation of this
assumption will underestimate the sampling error variance in the observed variance of effect
sizes. A brief summary of the calculations for the composite effect size and reliability are
provided below. The notations used in Equation 19 to Equation 23 are different from those used
in Equation 1 to Equation 18.
In order to acquire composite effect size, Hunter & Schmidt (2004) provided an equation
to describe the relationship between the average correlation effect size and the composite
correlation as below. For a study, if information for predictor X is reported at the whole scale
level but scores for criterion variable Y are reported only at subscale level, the composite
correlation can be calculated following Equation 19.
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r XY =

r Xy
1 + ( n − 1) r yy

,

(19)

n
where rXY is the composite correlation between score X and Y at the whole scale level; r Xy is
the average correlation between the individual subscale scores yi and the whole scale level score
X; ryy is the average correlation between the individual subscale scores yi; n is the total number
of subscales. If the needed information to calculate ryy is not available, r Xy will be used as the
composite correlation effect size rXY .
For a measure with multiple subscales, the Spearman-Brown formula of Equation 20 was
used to calculate the composite reliability for the scale as a whole.

rYY =

n ryy
1 + ( n − 1) ryy

,

(20)

where rYY is the composite reliability at the scale level; ryy is the average correlation between
the individual subscale scores yi; n is the number of subscales.
All the studies from the 132 articles successfully reported information for effect sizes and
reliability estimates of POS. However, in total there were 11 missing values for the reliability of
criterion variables. Two cases were missing JP internal consistency estimates, another eight cases
were missing intra-rater reliability estimates for JP, and the last missing case was for the internal
consistency estimate of OCB-Overall. Considering there was not a large amount of missing cases
in the current database, when a study failed to provide reliability information for the relevant
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criterion variables, the missing value was substituted with the average reliability of the variable
across all samples in that set of data.
Final Database
A total of 242 independent effect sizes were obtained from studies reported in the 132
articles. Twelve articles reported results from more than one participant sample, where nine of
them reported results based on two participant samples and three articles reported results for
three participant samples. Six articles reported studies including information for both supervisor
ratings and self-ratings for the same criterion variable. Forty-six of the articles were unpublished
reports as doctoral dissertations or master thesis papers, and the remaining eighty-six were
published journal articles. Of these journal articles, there were fifteen articles authored by one
person, the vast majority was published by two to three authors, and the remaining sixteen
articles had four or more authors for each article. About 64% of the studies were conducted in
the United States and the rest were conducted in other countries. Most of the studies were
conducted with a cross-sectional design and 9% of the studies were considered as longitudinal
studies. A full list of the articles that were coded in the current study are listed in Appendix A.
Data Analysis
Reliability Analysis
The distributions of the predictor and criterion reliabilities as well as a scatter plot were
examined before Pearson correlation analyses on reliability estimates were conducted. For each
set of data presented in Table 1, a correlation between reliability estimates of POS and the
criterion variable was calculated for the combination of predictor (self-rated internal consistency)
with criterion (self-rated internal consistency), and the other combination of predictor (self-rated
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internal consistency) with criterion (intra-rater). Adopted from Kholer et al.’s study, the samplesize weighted correlation for reliability estimates can be obtained using the following equations.

rweighted =

∑N

i

( rX i X i − rXX )( rYiYi − rYY )

( ∑ N i − 1) sd ( rXX ) weighted sd ( rYY ) weighted

sd ( rXX ) weighted =

∑ N (r − r
∑N
i

XiXi

XX

(21)

)2
(22)

i

sd ( rYY ) weighted =

∑N

i

( rYiYi − rYY ) 2

∑N

i

(23)
,

where rX i X i represents the predictor reliability coefficient from study i; rYiYi represents the
criterion reliability coefficient from study i; Ni is the sample size of study i from which a
reliability estimate was obtained;
across all studies;

rYY

rXX is the simple average of the predictor reliability values

is the simple average of the criterion reliability values across all studies.

Artifact Correction
In the context of meta-analysis when the population correlations of the included studies
are free of other artifacts and sampling error is the only one to be considered, then the bare-bones
analysis procedures should be implemented. When following the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones
procedure (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004, p. 81), the observed effect sizes from individual studies are
simply weighted by associated sample sizes in order to estimate the population effect size and
the corresponding sampling variance across studies. On the other hand, when following the
Hedges-Vevea’s procedure (Hedges & Vevea, 1998), the observed effect sizes were first
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converted to Fisher’s z scores, then the analyses were conducted using these transformed z scores
instead of the observed correlation scores.
When the statistical artifacts of measurement error are considered and correction for
unreliability for both predictor and criterion variables is wanted, both the Hunter-Schmidt
correction procedure and the RBNL procedure require first to compute a compound factor A for
each participating study. This factor A is a square root of the multiplication between the scale
reliabilities of predictor and criterion variables from each study, and is used for correcting only
for effect size attenuation. In order to estimate the true population effect size, the observed effect
sizes were first corrected for attenuation by this compound artifact correction factor A for each
study, and then the corrected effect sizes were weighted for differences in sample size of each
study. The main difference between the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction and the RBNL
correction procedure resides in the way how the sampling variances were calculated described in
Chapter Two. For each study, the Hunter-Schmidt procedure estimates the sampling variance for
the corrected effect size through weighting the sampling variance for the uncorrected effect size
by a multiplicative term of sample size and attenuation factor A. This method does not address
the sampling errors of the artifact themselves as does the RBNL procedure. On the other hand, as
indicated in Equation 6 in Chapter Two, the RBNL procedure holds account for sampling errors
of the artifacts themselves and takes into consideration of the interactive relationships between
reliabilities, range restriction, and effect size when estimating sampling variances for each study.
Correction for biases due to range restriction on predictor X was not considered in the
current study (i.e., assuming no restriction of range exists), therefore the range restriction
indicator

u was set to unity for all sample studies and hence there was no sampling error in
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range restriction values. Range restriction occurs when estimated variances are reduced due to
pre-selection or censoring of sample participants, indicating a reduced representativeness of the
study sample in population. Meta-analysis results that are estimated from range-restricted
samples could be biased ones. However, no explicit information for range restriction was
identified among the sample studies collected at the current research, and a thorough review on
past meta-analysis studies for POS yielded no fruitful results for a theoretical estimate for range
restriction on POS. The correction for range restriction was hence not applicable here.
Meta-Analysis
Random-effects meta-analysis models (Hedges &Vevea, 1998; Hall & Brannick, 2002)
were used for both the two bare-bones analysis procedures and the two artifact correction
procedures. Random-effects models assume that the distribution of effects sizes in a population
of studies has a variance due to factors (such as study context) other than sampling error. That is
any effect size from an individual study is expected to have its own contextual population effect
sizes ρi which is an estimate in theory if an infinite sample could be gathered in a study context.
If one conducts a lot of studies for each of the various contexts and pools all the effect sizes
together, there will be a super-population of ρ. This super-population of ρ will have a distribution
depicted by Mρ, sampling variance Vρ,, and heterogeneity or between study variance index tau
square (τ2). τ2 is often reported in the form of an estimate of the between-context variance among
contextual population effect sizes, representing the total amount of heterogeneity among the true
effects. Translated, this means that the between-context variation in true effect sizes must be due
to study contexts because it cannot be attributed to statistical artifacts. The results from randomeffects analyses are therefore considered more generalizable beyond the included set of studies,
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and their inferential results can be used for prediction for what would likely happen if a new
study were conducted in any context. The primary goal of the meta-analytic random-effects
model is to estimate the amount of heterogeneity (τ2) in the super-population. The randomeffects model is generally preferred by meta-analysis practitioners as opposed to the fix-effects
model in which τ2 is always assumed to be zero. Technically speaking, for the Hedges-Vevea
procedure the Random Effects Variance Component (REVC) τ2 is in the metric of z using
DerSimonian-Laird estimator, while τ2 is in the metric of r and specified by the Hunter-Schmidt
estimator for parameter estimation for the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure, the HunterSchmidt individual artifact correction procedure, and the RBNL procedure (Viechtbauer, 2005).
It is important to know that estimation of τ2 can be imprecise especially when the number of
studies is small. The bias in the Hunter-Schmidt estimator is more likely to be substantial than
the bias induced from the DerSimonian-Laird estimator (Viechtbauer, 2005).
Population parameters. Once the population parameter estimates—such as the
average population effect size estimate Mρ, between-context variance tau square τ2, and sampling
variance Vρ—have been obtained, Wald-type significant tests and 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
are then calculated for the population effect size estimate under the assumption of normality
(Hedges & Vevea, 1998; Hunter & Schmidt, 2004, p. 205). Cohen (1988) developed a series of
rule of thumb when talking about the magnitude of effect sizes, for the instance of Mρ, that a
small effect size has a correlation of at least .10, a medium effect size has a correlation of at
least .24 but less than .37, and a large effect size has a minimum correlation of .37. Confidence
intervals assess the accuracy of the estimated mean effect size and provide information on the
extent to which sampling error remains in the weighted mean effect size. A 95% confidence
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interval excluding zero indicates that the correlation is significant different from zero. Since all
the analyses were conducted based on the random-effects model, the 95% credibility intervals
(CR) were also calculated to represent the range of true correlations across various populations
under the assumption of normal distribution (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004, p. 205). The credibility
intervals were calculated by taking the population effect estimate and adding to or subtracting
from it the square root of the estimated population variance τ2 multiplied by zα/2, where α is the
desired probability (e.g., for a 95% interval). Credibility interval is calculated under the
assumption that the value of τ2 is known instead of estimated. When an estimated τ2 is used in the
CR calculation, a biased estimation could lead to the width of CR extremely wide and the upper
bound go above unity. In addition, CR usually is much wider than CI due to that τ2 estimate tends
to be larger than population sampling variance Vρ. Especially, τ2 could include heterogeneity due
to statistical artifacts, moderator effects, and the true difference among heterogeneous population
effect sizes.
Q index. Between-study heterogeneity was tested for each of the four analysis
procedures. The postulated null hypothesis for the test of Q statistic is that the true underlying
correlation coefficient is identical for every study that is included in the meta-analysis, meaning
τ2 is not significantly different from zero. A reject of this hypothesis refers to there was a
significant amount of dispersion or variability of effect sizes between studies and the extent to
which effect sizes varied across studies more than would be expected due to sampling error.
Heterogeneity of effect size was evaluated for statistical significance using the classical measure
of heterogeneity Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel Q index (Huedo-Medina, Sánchez-Meca, MarínMartínez, & Botella, 2006). Q index is calculated as the weighted sum of squared differences
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between individual study effects and the pooled effect across studies, with the different
weighting schemes described for each analysis procedure. Q index is distributed as a chi-square
statistic with the number of studies minus one degree of freedom. Statistically significant Q
suggests a lack of homogeneity and there is more variability in effect sizes than expected by
chance fluctuations, identifying the potential unmeasured variables as moderating the observed
relationship (Cooper, 1998). These statistics also give the probability that variation in effect sizes
is due to sampling error alone. However, Q index chi-square test has low power (smaller than
0.80) for detecting true heterogeneity when the number of studies or sample sizes is small (Filed,
2001).
I2 index. Another commonly used index of heterogeneity is the Higgins’ I2 index, which
is interpreted as the amount of heterogeneity relative to the total amount of variance in the
observed effects or outcomes. The total amount of variance is composed of the variance in the
true effects τ2 plus sampling variance V2ρ (Higgins & Thompson, 2002). Judging the severity of
measured heterogeneity is subjective, however, Higgins suggests some rule of thumb as a rough
guide. An index between 0% and 30% is considered low heterogeneity, any value between 30%
and 60% is considered moderate, and a value between 60% and 90% is considered a substantial
degree of heterogeneity. However, any I2 that falls between 75% and 100% is conventionally
considered heterogeneous representing estimates drawn from multiple different populations.
Within each set of predictor-criterion study in Table 1, results from the two types of
predictor-criterion reliability combinations were compared in terms of similarity and discrepancy
of the estimation accuracy that each meta-analysis procedure offers. A direct comparison
between the mean population effect sizes of two reliability combinations can be conducted using
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a Z test based on the suggestion from Raju & Brand (2003). The Z test for assessing whether two
correlations are significantly different from each other can be expressed as

z=

Mˆ 1 − Mˆ 2
Vˆ + Vˆ
1

2

,

(24)

where M1 and M2 are mean population estimates from two meta-analyses; and V1 and V2 are the
corresponding sampling variance estimates.
Statistical Programs
Reliability analysis was conducted using Microsoft Excel Macro. For the four metaanalysis procedures, Microsoft Excel spreadsheet as well as R Project for Statistical Computing
the Metafor package (Viechtbauer, 2010) were utilized. Following each analysis procedure, the
observed correlation and corresponding sampling variances were first prepared in Microsoft
Excel especially when observed effect sizes needed to be transformed using Fisher’s ztransformation or corrected for unreliability, and then they were applied to R Metafor for indepth meta-analyses. When specifying the models in Metafor, heterogeneity estimator is
estimated with what are suggested via the method argument, such as the DerSimonian-Laird
estimator for the Hedge-Vevea procedure, and the Hunter-Schmidt estimator for the HunterSchmidt bare-bones procedure, the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure, and the RBNL
correction procedure (Raju et al., 1991; Viechtbauer, 2005, p. 265, Viechtbauer, 2010, p. 13).
Viechtbauer (2016) has stated that “there are some subtle differences between the Hunter &
Schmidt method and the statistical/theoretical framework underlying the Metafor function
Hunter-Schmidt estimator, so it is not an exact replication of the H&S method and the
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corresponding software… However, this approach still tends to work rather well.” (Viechtbauer,
2016).
Summary
The complexity of the construct of Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB) and how
the information was reported by the sample studies led to a decision of coding sample studies by
variables of OCB-Overall, OCB to Individuals (OCB-I), and OCB to Organization (OCB-O), in
addition to another criterion variable, Job Performance (JP). Each criterion variable was also
coded separately based on the types of reliability estimates as either internal consistency or intrarater reliability. This eventually led to a design of four sets of data for an organization of four
criterion constructs and in total eight reliability combinations. A correlation between reliabilities
of the predictor POS and the criterion variable was calculated for each reliability combination
scenario. Four meta-analysis procedures were then implemented for each scenario. This research
design facilitated the investigation of how the type of reliability and the meta-analysis procedure
interact with each other and how they impact the analysis and research conclusions in practice.

CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
This chapter presents the quantitative analytic results for the bivariate relationship
between reliability estimates of predictor and criterion variables, as well as the results from the
four meta-analysis procedures for the eight reliability combinations listed in Table 1. These
analyses seek to provide empirical evidences for the discrepancies due to correlated reliabilities,
uncorrected or corrected effect sizes, and different analysis procedures. The first section
addresses the degree of relationship between reliability estimates of predictor and criterion
variables, and how these correlations compare with each other between the two types of criterion
reliability for the same criterion variable. The second section addresses the meta-analyses results
and the differences between the four analysis procedures for each of the four predictor-criterion
studies. The third section seeks to identify the pattern emerging from the estimation differences
due to the analysis procedures and the types of reliability.
Correlated Reliabilities
The 132 articles retrieved from the literature searching process rendered a total of 242
effect sizes. The overall average sample size was 292 and the sample size for each reliability
combination scenario can be found in Table 2. All the studies associated with the 242 effect sizes
reported information for reliability of POS. Self-rated internal consistency alpha was the only
type of reliability reported for POS with estimates ranging from .7000 to .9800, an unweighted
average value of .8958, and the sample size weighted average of .8932. Overall, the
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distribution of reliability estimates of POS, as indicated in Figure 1, formed a bell shape with a
peak at .9300 and a skewness of −1.5824 as well as a kurtosis value of 2.7931. Only three studies
used the 36-item full version scale developed by Eisenberger et al., (1986), and about 125 studies
measured POS using a shortened version of eight or nine items (Eisenberger, Armeli, & Lynch,
1997). With respect to the four criterion variables, 200 out of the 242 studies reported scale level
reliability, 30 composite reliability estimates were calculated for studies that reported
information only for subscales, and the remaining studies failed to report reliability values
rendering 11 missing cases.

Table 2. Basic description of reliability estimates and reliability correlation coefficients
Criterion
Y

Number
of Effect
Sizes

Total
Sample
Sizes

32

9629

59

12860

15

12312

15

3672

32

11165

38

7182

23

8167

28

5712

JP

OCBOverall

OCB-I

OCB-O

POS
(predictor
X)
Average
Type of
Average
reliability reliability reliability
a
estimates
(SD) b
.8121
.8834
Alpha
(.1057)
Intra.8687
.8913
rater
(.0736)
.8357
.9093
Alpha
(.1081)
Intra.8940
.8913
rater
(.0573)
.7766
.8928
Alpha
(.1559)
Intra.8329
.9056
rater
(.1209)
.7106
.8953
Alpha
(.1834)
Intra.8242
.9060
rater
(.0836)

Criterion Y
Min. c

Max d

Correlation
between rXX
and rYY h
Median Skewness

Kurtosis

e

f

g

.4900

.9320

.8261

−1.6219

3.0977

.1166**

.5600

.9900

.8700

−2.0796

6.5472

.2292**

.6300

.9400

.8400

−.8442

−.4891

−.3743**

.7600

.9500

.9100

−1.3226

1.1522

.0959**

.2759

.9200

.8200

−1.988

3.5502

.2339**

.2301

.9700

.8600

−3.5161

16.7105

.0793**

.0769

.9300

.7400

−1.9443

5.6567

−.2512**

.7000

.9400

.8050

.0535

−1.4401

.1416**

Note: Column content is as follows: a mean observed reliability for Perceived Organizational Support; b mean and standard deviation of observed reliability for
criterion variable; c observed minimum criterion reliability; d observed maximum criterion reliability; e observed median criterion reliability; f skewness of
observed criterion reliability; g kurtosis of observed criterion reliability; h sample size weighted Pearson correlation for Fisher’s z-transformed reliability
estimates; **p < 0.01.
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Figure 1. Overall distribution of the observed reliability for POS

Table 2 summarizes the information on reliability estimates for the means, standard
deviations, and the distributions, along with the correlation between predictor and criterion
reliability coefficients across the datasets of the eight research scenarios. The averages of
criterion reliabilities were quite high across the datasets. Comparatively speaking, the only
exception was for the self-rated OCB-O where the average criterion reliability coefficient was
slightly lower at .7106 compared to others. For the job performance variable, the average
observed reliabilities were .8121 and .8687 for internal consistency and intra-rater reliability
respectively. For the three organizational citizenship behavior constructs, the observed average
reliabilities for internal consistency seem to be a bit higher than the average estimates of intrarater reliability for each of the three constructs. However, it seems that higher averages of
criterion reliability were observed for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion
(other-rated intra-rater) rather than the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion (selfrated alpha). As indicated by the skewness and kurtosis indices in Table 2, the distributions of
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these reliability estimates for the criterion variables are less than a perfect normal curve,
particularly for reliability values for JP and OCB-I. Both of them have higher skewness and
kurtosis indices that are far deviated from zero and three respectively, which might lead to a
suppression of the correlations among reliabilities of POS and the criterion variables.
This non-normal distribution of the observed reliability values in general can affect the
correlation coefficients among reliability of predictor and criterion variables. The histogram plots
for the reliability estimates of predictor and criterion variables indicated a slightly left skewed
unimodal shape in Figure 1 and Figure 2. A truncation in the reliability distribution for POS was
manifested in Figure 1 that no value smaller than .70 was reported or observed from these studies.
Therefore, a Fisher’s z-transformation had to be applied to the observed reliabilities for both POS
and its criterion variables, before a meaningful Pearson correlation can be calculated. The z
transformation did improve the distributions of the reliabilities to a much normal distributed
shape for both predictor POS and the criterion variables as a whole as displayed in Figure 3 and
Figure 4.
Figure 2. Overall distribution of the observed reliability for criterion variables
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Figure 3. Overall distribution of the Fisher’s z-transformed reliability for POS

Figure 4. Overall distribution of the Fisher’s z-transformed reliability for criterions
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Figure 5. Scatter plot of the observed reliabilities

Figure 6. Scatter plot of the Fisher’s z-transformed reliabilities

A scatter plot was adopted in order to visually detect the potential correlation between
predictor and criterion reliability estimates, before a Pearson correlation coefficient was
calculated. A scatter plot was conducted for the observed reliability estimates (Figure 5) and for
the Fisher’s z transformed reliability estimates (Figure 6), respectively. In general, a visual
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examination on both plots unfortunately did not indicate a strong linear correlation between the
reliability estimates of the two variables. However, the correlation between reliability estimates
of POS and its criterion variables was calculated based on the Fisher’s z-transformed values for a
sample size weighted Pearson correlation, and the results are shown in Table 2. All the eight
Pearson correlations between the predictor and criterion reliability estimates were significantly
different from zero based on z tests (Bishara & Hittner, 2012), and they differed in size and
direction. Nonetheless, the largest magnitude of this reliability correlation was found between the
POS internal consistency estimates and the same type of estimates for OCB-Overall, with a
sample size weighted correlation of −.3743 (p < .01). Other substantial ones were the
correlations between the POS internal consistency and JP intra-rater reliability at .2292 (p < .01),
the correlation between the internal consistency estimates of POS and OCB-I with a value of
−.2339 (p < .01), and the correlation between the internal consistency of POS and the same type
of reliability of OCB-O with a weighted Pearson coefficient of −.2512 (p < .01). The magnitude
of this Fisher’s z-transformed reliability correlation manifested to a lesser extent for other
combinations such as the relationship between the reliability estimates of POS internal
consistency and OCB-Overall intra-rater, as well as for the correlation of POS internal
consistency and OCB-I intra-rater reliability, with values of .0959 and .0793, respectively. A
rough examination on these correlations did show that POS internal consistency and its
criterion’s internal consistency correlated to a slightly higher extent, when compared to the
correlation between POS internal consistency and its criterion’s intra-rater reliability.
From the distribution of criterion reliability estimates, a pattern was observed that the
majority of the smaller reliability estimates happened to be the composite ones. For example, the
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seven low criterion reliability estimates (lower than .5) were all composite scores, with three of
them from estimates of OCB-I internal consistency and the lowest value of the seven was .0769
observed for OCB-O internal consistency. When excluding the three low composite reliability
scores from calculation for reliability correlation, the Pearson correlation for the Fisher’s ztransformed POS internal consistency and OCB-I internal consistency decreased from .2339 to
−.0812, not only a change in the strength but also in the direction. The magnitude of the
correlation between transformed reliability of POS internal consistency and OCB-O internal
consistency slightly increased from −.2512 to −.2585, after removing the smallest composite
reliability value of .0769. Last but not least, it was worth noting that 12 out of the total 30
composite reliabilities were for OCB-I intra-rater estimates. On the condition of removing these
12 composite scores from this set of data, the remaining 26 observed reliability scores for the
pair of POS internal consistency and OCB-I intra-rater reliability offered an increase in the
Pearson correlation to .3064 from the original correlation coefficient of .0793. All these are
holistically evidencing that how composite scores are calculated might have a significant impact
on the correlation of reliability estimates.
Meta-Analysis Results
Three general focuses of the meta-analysis results were addressed here including
weighted average, variability, and predication for the eight study scenarios identified in Table 1
and Table 2. The weighted average relates to the expected magnitude of effect size Mρ across a
large population of participants and studies. The variation Vρ associates with the estimated true
population effect size Mρ facilitating a test of the significance of this average, and the 95%
confidence interval (95% CI) around the average is normally provided along with Mρ and Vρ. The
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focus on variability was manifested through another set of key meta-analysis estimates including
the between study variance τ2, as well as the Q test for heterogeneity and Higgins’ I2. Lastly, the
prediction relates to the 95% credibility or predict interval (95% CR) for Mρ.
The Relationship between POS and JP
Four meta-analysis procedures were implemented to analyze data collected for the
investigation of the relationship between perceived organizational support and one of its
consequences, job performance (Kurtessis, Eisenberger, Ford, Buffardi, Steward, & Adis, 2015).
The results of the meta-analyses on these data are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of the four meta-analysis procedures for the correlation of POS with JP by the two types of criterion reliability
estimates
Criterion Y
(reliability type)

JP
(self-rated alpha)

No. of
effect
sizes

Total No.
of
participants

32

9629

Mρ
Vρ
τ2
95% CR
95% CI
Q
Higgin’s I2

JP
(other-rated intra-rater)

59
Mρ
Vρ
τ2
95% CR
95% CI
Q
Higgin’s I2

Hedges-Vevea
estimations

Hunter-Schmidt
Bare-Bones
estimations

Hunter-Schmidt
Individual
Artifact
Correction
estimations

RBNL
Individual
Artifact
Correction
estimations

.2169**
.0035
.0238
−.0876,
.4842
.1602,
.2721
244.4487**
87.3184%

.1859**
.0032
.0183
−.0880,
.4598
.1184,
.2535
220.8425**
85.1371%

.2168**
.0045
.0237
−.0948,
.5283
.1396,
.2940
204.6428**
84.0026%

.2168**
.0040
.0321
−.1454,
.5789
.1282,
.3054
292.7216**
88.8462%

.1653**
.0047
.0107
−.0388,
.3561
.1330,
.1972
190.7647**
69.5961%

.1566**
.0044
.0094
−.0365,
.3497
.1229,
.1902
185.6367**
68.0718%

.1824**
.0058
.0128
−.0431,
.4079
.1431,
.2217
189.4439**
68.7409%

.1824**
.0055
.0151
−.0623,
.4271
.1407,
.2241
220.9043**
73.1895%

12860

Note: ** p < .01
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Estimated mean effect sizes. It is consistently observed across the four analysis
procedures for both types of criterion reliability estimates that POS had a small yet statistically
significant correlation (p < .01) in the predicted direction with JP. This significant relationship
was also captured by the fact that the lower bound of 95% confidence intervals for Mρ were
above zero for both sets of data by the four analysis procedures. Estimates of Mρ varied very
slightly depending on which procedure was used. The average population effect size estimates
ranged from .1859 to .2169 for the reliability combination of POS (self-rated alpha) and JP (selfrated alpha), and the same parameter for the correlation of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (intrarater) has estimates varying from .1566 to .1824. Specifically, for the correlation of POS (selfrated alpha) and JP (self-rated alpha), Mρ estimates from the two artifact correction procedures
were almost identical to the Hedges-Vevea analysis result with a difference of .0001. All the
three estimates were greater than that from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure by
about .0300 units, and this amount did not represent a statistically significant difference. For the
correlation of POS (self-rated alpha) and JP (intra-rater), the two artifact correction procedures
continued providing the same estimates for Mρ at .1824 which was slightly yet not significantly
higher than that from the Hedges-Vevea’s procedure by .0171 units, and the lowest value of Mρ
estimate was again found at the Hunter-Schmidt’s bare-bones method as .1566. In general, the
Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction and the RBNL artifact correction generated similar estimates
for Mρ. However, when reliability artifacts are not considered, the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones
method produced smaller estimates compared to the Hedges-Vevea estimates which actually
were quite close to the results of the two artifact correction procedures. The Hunter-Schmidt
bare-bones and the Hedges-Vevea estimates of Mρ were slightly smaller than that of the Hunter-
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Schmidt artifact correction and the RBNL artifact correction estimates. But none of the
differences in Mρ estimates among the four analysis procedures were statistically significant.
When considering how the types of criterion reliability differed between the two sets of
data, the data for the correlation of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (self-rated alpha) generally
provided higher Mρ estimates than the data for the correlation of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP
(intra- rater). The largest difference occurred at the results of the Hedge-Vevea procedure
by .0516 units and the smallest difference in the Mρ estimates of the two reliability combinations
came from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure by .0293 units. The differences in the
estimates of Mρ due to the meta-analysis procedures were generally smaller compared with the
differences due to the types of criterion reliability. But again none of the differences in Mρ
estimates were statistically significant.
Sampling variances. Sampling variance estimates Vρ also varied slightly within the four
procedures for the two reliability combination scenarios. In both cases, the Hunter-Schmidt barebones produced smaller Vρ estimates than those from any other three procedures, and the highest
estimates for Vρ came from the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure. For example,
looking closely at the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (self-rated alpha), the
lowest Vρ was at .0032 from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure, followed by .0035 from
the Hedges-Vevea procedure and .0040 from the RBNL estimates, and the highest Vρ was
at .0045 from the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure. When looking at the results from
the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (intra-rater), the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones
procedure again generated the lowest estimates of Vρ at .0044 while the Hunter-Schmidt artifact
correction procedure generated the highest estimate of Vρ at .0058. The differences in estimates
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of Vρ across the no-artifact-correction procedures were slightly greater than the differences
across the correction procedures in both cases of reliability combination. The Vρ estimates for the
combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (self-rated alpha) were lower for each procedure
than those from the comparable procedures for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP
(intra-rater). Specifically, the greatest difference between the two types of combination in
estimates of Vρ occurred at the results of the RBNL procedure by .0015 units. In general, the
differences in the estimates due to the meta-analysis procedures were smaller compared with the
differences due to the two reliability combinations.
Credibility intervals. Lower bound of credibility interval is considered as a key
indicator to infer whether validity generalizes or there is a true difference in effect sizes other
than sampling errors from one population to another population, which in turn determines if the
effect of situational moderators needs to be examined. A crucial difference occurs in practice
particularly when the lower bound falls above zero for one analysis, meaning validity generalizes
and situational moderators do not substantially exist, and falls below zero for another analysis of
the same data which means validity does not generalize and situational effects need to be
investigated. In such cases, there may be a sharp difference in conclusions, regardless the two
credibility intervals overlap to a substantial degree. The numbers in Table 3 show that both the
choice of analysis procedures and the choice of artifact correction did not significantly affect the
conclusions of the study for the relationship of POS with JP. Data from the two reliability
combinations of POS with JP concluded the same—that there was a chance the relationship
between POS and JP did not vary across different populations regardless how the reliability of JP
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was estimated, because the lower bounds of the credibility intervals were below zero in every
case of analysis and all the upper bounds of the credibility intervals were above zero.
However, the choice of artifact correction slightly influences the width of credibility
intervals due to the differences in τ2. For the results of the two types of criterion reliability, the
credibility intervals based on data corrected for unreliability were wider than those from data
without artifact correction. For example, the width of credibility intervals for POS (self-rated
alpha) with JP (self-rated alpha) was .6231 and .7243 for each of the Hunter-Schmidt and the
RBNL artifact correction procedures, respectively, and the widths calculated from the bare-bones
procedures were .5718 and .5478 for the Hedges-Vevea and the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones
procedures. The RBNL procedure provided the largest τ2 estimates and the Hunter-Schmidt barebones procedure provided the smallest τ2 estimates. This pattern is also true for results for the
correlation of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (intra-rater).
In the same vein, the choice of criterion reliability also slightly influences the width of
credibility intervals. For example, the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (intra-rater)
generated narrower confidence intervals with widths ranging from .3862 to .4894 when
compared to the widths of the credibility intervals for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha)
with JP (self-rated alpha) which ranged from .5478 to .7243.
Degree of heterogeneity. Q tests of homogeneity and I2 were used to determine whether
the variance in population effect sizes was different from zero. The Q statistic indicates the
presence of heterogeneity between effect sizes, but it does not provide information about the
extent of that heterogeneity. Q tests also has low power especially when small number of studies
are included in a meta-analysis. As a complement, the I2 statistic estimates how much of the total
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variability in the effect size estimates (which is composed of heterogeneity and sampling
variability) can be attributed to heterogeneity among the true effects (Higgins & Thompson,
2002). It is important to realize that I2 is often estimated imprecisely, especially when the
number of studies is small. As seen in Table 3, each of the Q tests was statistically significant (p
< .01) with high heterogeneity coefficients I2 coefficients ranging from 84.0026% to 88.8462%
for POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (self-rated alpha) and from 68.0718% to 73.1895% for POS
(self-rated alpha) with JP (intra-rater), indicating there is a high degree of true between-study
heterogeneity. The heterogeneity tests with statistically significant Q statistics and high I2
coefficients are presumably representing estimates drawn from multiple populations. Because
there are noteworthy variances in the effect sizes for both POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (selfrated alpha) and POS (self-rated) with JP (intra-rater), a logical step forward is to examine what
sample and study characteristics might best explain that variability. However, it should be noted
that the measure of POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (intra-rater) contained relatively lower I2 than
the heterogeneity coefficients from POS (self-rated alpha) with JP (self-rated alpha).
The Relationship between POS and OCB-Overall Scores
The four meta-analysis procedures were implemented to analyze data for the relationship
between POS and OCB-Overall, and the results are given in Table 4.
Estimated mean effect sizes. First to note, it is observed in Table 4 that POS had a
positive and statistically significant relationship (p < .01) with another criterion variable, OCBOverall for both reliability combination scenarios. The lower bound of 95% confidence intervals
for Mρ were above zero for both sets of data by the four analysis procedures. If the estimated
correlation between POS and JP in Table 3 is considered as low based on Cohen’s rule of thumb,
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then the estimated correlations between POS and OCB-Overall from Table 4 definitely fall into
the range of moderate defined by Cohen as .24 to .37. The estimates of Mρ varied slightly
between different procedures, depending on the choice of meta-analysis procedures and the
decision on adopting artifact correction. The average population estimates ranged from .2881
to .3538 for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-Overall (self-rated alpha), and
the estimates for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-Overall (intra-rater) varied
from .2014 to .2264. In general, estimates from the two artifact correction procedures were larger
than these from the bare-bones procedures for both cases. For the combination of POS (self-rated
alpha) with OCB-Overall (self-rated alpha), the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction again
provided the same estimate of Mρ with the RBNL procedure at .3538. The Hedges-Vevea
procedure provided an estimated value very close to the values from the two artifact correction
procedure at .3460 which however is larger than the result from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones
procedure by .0579 units. Yet, none of these differences were statistically significant. The similar
pattern was observed for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-Overall (intrarater), where the differences between the results of the four procedures were less salient in that
the artifact correction procedures provided the highest estimate at .2264 which was only .0009
units different from the one from the Hedges-Vevea procedure. The lowest estimate was again
produced from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure at .2014.
When comparing the results of the two types of reliability combination, the largest
difference occurred at the two artifact correction procedures by .1274 units. The smallest
difference came from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure by .0867 units between the two
scenarios. The differences in the estimates of Mρ caused by the four meta-analysis procedures
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were generally smaller compared to the differences between the results of the two sets reliability
combinations. Data of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-Overall (self-rated alpha) provided
slightly higher mean population effect size estimates, in contrast to the data from the
combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-Overall (intra-rater). Yet, this difference was
not statistically significant.

Table 4. Results of the four meta-analysis procedures for the correlation of POS with OCB-Overall by the two types of criterion
reliability estimates
Criterion Y
(reliability type)

OCB-Overall
(self-rated alpha)

No. of
effect
sizes

Total No.
of
participants

15

12312

Mρ
Vρ
τ2
95% CR
95% CI
Q
I2

OCB-Overall
(other-rated intra-rater)

15
Mρ
Vρ
τ2
95% CR
95% CI

Q
I2
Note: *p < .05; ** p < .01

Hedges-Vevea
estimations

Hunter-Schmidt
Bare-Bones
estimations

Hunter-Schmidt
Individual
Artifact
Correction
estimations

RBNL
Individual
Artifact
Correction
estimations

.3460**
.0018
.0500
−.0935,
.6727
.2360,
.4473
408.1835**
96.5702%

.2881**
.0015
.0138
.0198,
.5563
.1499,
.4262
216.3360**
90.2474%

.3538**
.0021
.0178
.0484,
.6592
.1964,
.5112
185.3613**
89.3893%

.3538*
.0012
.0783
−.2850,
.9926
.0261,
.6815
1257.7741**
98.4993%

.2255**
.0042
.0278
−.1093,
.5144
.1369,
.3105
105.9691**
86.7886%

.2014**
.0039
.0149
−.0498,
.4527
.1247,
.2782
74.1916**
79.4393%

.2264**
.0049
.0186
−.0546,
.5074
.1404,
.3123
73.7548**
79.3150%

.2264**
.0041
.0577
−.2655,
.7183
.0841,
.3687
232.8618**
93.3520%

3672
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Sampling variances. Consistent with those findings from Table 3 for the relationship of
POS and JP, estimates of Vρ in Table 4 also varied slightly within the four procedures for the two
reliability combination scenarios. In both cases, the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure
produced the largest Vρ estimates, compared with those from the other three procedures. In
addition, the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure gave relatively lower Vρ when compared
with the other three, except the case of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-Overall (self-rated
alpha). For example, looking closely at the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCBOverall (self-rated alpha), the lowest Vρ was at .0012 from the RBNL procedure, and the HunterSchmidt bare-bones procedure provided the second lowest estimate of .0015. However, the
pattern observed in Table 3 repeated itself here when looking at the results from the combination
of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-Overall (intra-rater) in Table 4. The Hunter-Schmidt barebones procedure provided the lowest Vρ estimates at .0039 when the highest estimate of Vρ came
from the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure with a value of .0049. The differences in
estimates of Vρ across the no-artifact-correction procedures were slightly smaller than the
differences across the correction procedures, for both cases of reliability combination. Again,
when the reliability of OCB-Overall was estimated through intra-rater ratings, the sampling
variance Vρ estimates were actually higher than the estimates from the data in which the
reliability of OCB-Overall was estimated through self-rated internal consistency. This is the
same as what was observed in Table 3 that the differences in the estimates due to the metaanalysis procedures were smaller when compared with the differences due to the reliability
combinations.
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Credibility intervals. As mentioned earlier, a crucial difference in conclusions occurs
when the lower bound of credibility intervals falls above zero for one analysis procedure and
falls below zero using another analysis procedure on the same data. Interestingly, such
differences were observed from these analytical procedures for the combination of POS (selfrated alpha) with OCB-Overall (self-rated alpha). For the combination of POS (self-rated alpha)
with OCB-Overall (self-rated alpha), the upper bound estimates from the four analysis
procedures were all above zero; however, the lower bound of the credibility interval was a
negative value of −.0935for the Hedges-Vevea procedure and a negative value of −.2850 for the
RBNL procedure, yet positive lower bounds were observed for the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones
procedure at .0198 and .0484 for the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure. This indicates
that practical conclusions from the Hedges-Vevea procedure and the RBNL procedure will be
different from those of the two Hunter-Schmidt procedures. Situational moderators will need to
be examined if one analyzes data using the Hedges-Vevea or the RBNL procedure, whereas one
might choose not to explore the situational effect on population correlation if one analyzes the
same data using either of the two Hunter-Schmidt methods. τ2 estimates were higher when
compared estimation values from the Hedges-Vevea procedure and the RBNL procedure with
these from the two Hunter-Schmidt procedures for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha)
with OCB-Overall (self-rated alpha). Variation in τ2 estimates was a substantial contributor to the
differences in the credibility intervals for the four methods. Conversely, it was more consistent
across the four procedures that all the lower bound estimates were below zero and upper bound
estimates were above zero for POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-Overall (intra-rater). The data in
Table 4 show that the choice of analysis procedures, the choice of artifact corrections, and the
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choice of how reliability of OCB-Overall was estimated influenced the conclusion about
variation in the relationship between POS and OCB-Overall across different populations.
Contrary to findings from Table 3, in Table 4 the credibility intervals based on data corrected for
unreliability were not necessarily always wider than those from data without artifact correction.
This was because the τ2 estimates were so different across the four procedures. In Table 3, the
RBNL procedure provided the largest τ2 estimates followed by the values from the HunterSchmidt artifact correction, the Hedges-Vevea procedure, and then the lowest from the HunterSchmidt bare-bones procedure. However, in Table 4, the RBNL procedure still provided the
largest estimates of τ2 while the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones provided the lowest τ2 estimates, but
now the Hedges-Vevea procedures provided slightly larger value of τ2 estimates than the HunterSchmidt artifact correction procedure.
Degree of heterogeneity. As seen in Table 4, both reliability combination scenarios
included only 15 studies. It is important to note that I2 is often estimated imprecisely and the
power of Q tests of homogeneity will also decrease when the number of studies is small.
Regardless, each of the Q tests were statistically significant (p < .01) with high heterogeneity
coefficients I2 ranging from 89.3893% to 96.5702% for POS (self-rated alpha) with OCBOverall (self-rated alpha), and from 79.3150% to 93.3520% for POS (self-rated alpha) with
OCB-Overall (intra-rater), indicating there is a high degree of true between-study heterogeneity.
Again, it is noted that the measure of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-Overall (intra-rater)
contained relatively lower I2 coefficients than those from the correlation of POS (self-rated alpha)
with OCB-Overall (self-rated alpha).
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The Relationship between POS and OCB to Individuals
Estimated mean effect sizes. The meta-analysis results for the relationship between POS
and OCB-Individuals are depicted in Table 5. The results of the four procedures on the two sets
of data revealed the same pattern that have been observed earlier. The two artifact correction
procedures produced the same estimates of Mρ, and the lowest estimates for Mρ was again
observed at the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure for the correlation of POS and OCB-I for
both sets of reliability combination. In general, there was a statistically significant correlation
between POS and OCB-I in the population, regardless of how the reliability of OCB-I was
estimated or what analysis procedures was applied. For the POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I
(self-rated alpha) scenario, POS had high and positive relationship with OCB-I with effect size
estimates ranging from .2466 to .4183. When the reliability of OCB-I was estimated by intrarater coefficient, the estimated population effect sizes from the four procedures varied
from .1887 to .2157 which were considered smaller effect sizes according to Cohen’s (1988)
conventions. Several two-tailed z tests revealed that the difference in the estimates of Mρ
between the two reliability combinations were significant (p < .05) with p values lower than .03
for the two Hunter-Schmidt procedures as well as the RBNL analysis procedure. Admittedly, the
Type I error was not taken into consideration here for this series of z tests. Overall, the estimates
of Mρ did not differ significantly between the analysis procedures, however they did vary
substantially between the two types of reliability combination scenarios. The differences in the
estimates of Mρ due to the meta-analysis procedures were generally smaller compared to the
differences due to the reliability combinations.

Table 5. Results of the four meta-analysis procedures for the correlation of POS with OCB-Individuals by the two types of criterion
reliability estimates
Criterion Y
(reliability type)

OCB-I
(self-rated alpha)

No. of
effect
sizes

Total No.
of
participants

32

11165

Mρ
Vρ
τ2
95% CR
95% CI
Q
I2

OCB-I
(other-rated intra-rater)

38
Mρ
Vρ
τ2
95% CR
95% CI

Q
I2
Note: *p < .05; ** p < .01

Hedges-Vevea
estimations

Hunter-Schmidt
Bare-Bones
estimations

Hunter-Schmidt
Individual
Artifact
Correction
estimations

RBNL
Individual
Artifact
Correction
estimations

.2466**
.0031
.1590
−.4948,
.7802
.1111,
.3731
1624.7754**
98.0920%

.3577**
.0023
.0720
−.1926,
.9081
.1960,
.5195
1086.7665**
96.8582%

.4183**
.0034
.0909
−.2001,
1.0366
.2363,
.6002
972.6594**
96.4317%

.4183**
.0025
.0649
−.1044,
.9409
.2642,
.5723
1965.8416**
96.2517%

.1941**
.0054
.0908
−.3819,
.6614
.0970,
.2874
658.5144**
94.3813%

.1887**
.0050
.0318
−.1671,
.5446
.1229,
.2545
282.5479**
86.4904%

.2157**
.0065
.0412
−.1893,
.6206
.1406,
.2907
280.2667**
86.3675%

.2157**
.0033
.0400
−.1834,
.6147
.1418,
.2895
4031.6994**
92.3247%

7182
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Sampling variances. Consistent with those findings from Table 4 for the relationship of
POS and OCB-Overall, estimates of Vρ for the relationship of POS and OCB-I also varied
slightly within the four procedures for the two reliability combination scenarios. In both cases,
the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction produced largest Vρ estimates among the four analysis
procedures. For example, looking closely at the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with
OCB-I (self-rated alpha), the highest Vρ was at .0034 from the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction
procedure, and the lowest Vρ was at .0023 from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones method. When
looking at the results from the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (intra-rater),
the largest estimate was again obtained from the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure
at .0065; however, the lowest estimate of Vρ was .0033 from the RBNL artifact correction
procedure. The Vρ estimates for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (self-rated
alpha) was actually slightly lower than the estimates for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha)
with OCB-I (intra-rater) for all the four comparable procedures. Consistent with the pattern
observed at Table 3 and Table 4, the differences in the estimates due to the meta-analysis
procedures were smaller when compared with the differences due to the reliability combinations.
Credibility intervals. What has been observed previously for the τ2 estimates was seen
again at Table 5. Conclusions for the generalizability of the effect sizes were same across all four
analysis procedures and the two reliability combination scenarios. For both the combination of
POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (self-rated alpha) and the combination of POS (self-rated
alpha) with OCB-I (intra-rater), the credibility intervals from the four methods contain zero. This
indicates that there is a chance that the true population effect size could be zero in certain
situations or study contexts. In other words, the situational moderators do matter substantially
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regardless of what analysis procedure was used or how the reliability was estimated. The data in
Table 5 show that the choice of analysis procedures, the choice of artifact corrections, and the
choice of how OCB-I is estimated did not influence the conclusion about the variation of the
correlation for POS with OCB-I caused by situational moderators in a population of studies. The
credibility intervals based on data corrected for unreliability were not necessarily always wider
than those from data without artifact correction. For example, the width of credibility intervals
for POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (self-rated) alpha was 1.0453 for the RBNL correction
procedure and 1.2367 for the Hunter-Schmidt correction procedure, and the widths calculated
form the bare-bones procedures were 1.2750 and 1.1007 for the Hedges-Vevea and the HunterSchmidt bare-bones procedures, respectively. For the correlation between POS (self-rated alpha)
with OCB-I (intra-rater), the Hedges-Vevea procedure provided the widest creditability interval
of 1.0433 whereas the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure generated the narrowest credibility
interval of .7117 out of the four procedures. When comparing the credibility intervals of the two
reliability combination scenarios, the interval for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with
OCB-I (self-rated alpha) was wider than the one for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha)
with OCB-I (intra-rater).
In addition, a suspicious overestimation for the upper bound of credibility intervals was
spotted for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCBI- (self-rated alpha) using the
method of Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction with a value of 1.0366 larger than 1. A correlation
coefficient of unity indicates 100% predictive relationship for one construct to another, which is
impossible in reality unless the two constructs are exactly the same. This overestimation will be
discussed further in Chapter Five.
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Degree of heterogeneity. Q tests of homogeneity and I were used to determine the
degree of variance in population effect sizes. As seen in Table 5, each of the Q tests was
statistically significant (p < .01) with high heterogeneity coefficients I2 ranging from 96.2517%
to 98.0930% for POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (self-rated alpha) and from 86.4904% to
94.3813% for POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB- (intra-rater), indicating the existence of a high
degree of true between-study heterogeneity. This warrants the next step to examine what sample
and study characteristics might best explain that variability. It should be noted that the measure
of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (intra-rater) contained relatively lower I2 than that of POS
(self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (self-rated alpha).
The Relationship between POS and OCB to Organization
The meta-analysis results were organized in Table 6 for the correlation of POS with
OCB-Organization.
Estimated mean effect sizes. The estimation results from the four analysis procedures
for parameter Mρ did not vary significantly from each other for either the combination of POS
(self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha) or the combination of POS (self-rated alpha)
with OCB-O (intra-rater). The estimates for Mρ did not differ drastically between results from the
Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure and the RBNL artifact correction procedure.
However, when artifacts were not considered, the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure
produced slightly higher estimate at .5365 when compared to the Hedges-Vevea procedure
of .3913 for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha); as for
POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (intra-rater), the Hedges-Vevea procedure produced an
estimate of Mρ at .2357 higher than the one from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure
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at .2267. The uncorrected Hunter-Schmidt and Hedges-Vevea estimates of Mρ were usually
smaller than that of the Hunter-Schmidt and the RBNL artifact corrected estimates.

Table 6. Results of the four meta-analysis procedures for the correlation of POS with OCB-Organization by the two types of criterion
reliability estimates
Criterion Y
(reliability type)

OCB-O
(self-rated alpha)

No. of
effect
sizes

Total No.
of
participants

23

8167

Mρ
Vρ
τ2
95% CR
95% CI
Q
I2

OCB-O
(other-rated intra-rater)

28
Mρ
Vρ
τ2
95% CR
95% CI

Q
I2
Note: *p < .05; ** p < .01

Hedges-Vevea
estimations

Hunter-Schmidt
Bare-Bones
estimations

Hunter-Schmidt
Individual
Artifact
Correction
estimations

RBNL
Individual
Artifact
Correction
estimations

.3913**
.0032
.2175
−.4783,
.8735
.2171,
.5414
1519.2432**
98.5519%

.5365**
.0016
.0643
.0396,
1.0333
.3447,
.7282
1054.8364**
97.5570%

.6464**
.0024
.0781
.0590,
1.2338
.4346,
.8582
876.0983**
96.9761%

.6464**
.0019
.0151
.3876,
.9053
.5515,
.7414
1322.6215**
88.7876%

.2357**
.0050
.0777
−.3063,
.6624
.1318,
.3345
444.2714**
93.9226%

.2267**
.0045
.0323
−.1344,
.5877
.1478,
.3055
232.1388**
87.8319%

.2600**
.0061
.0414
−.1486,
.6687
.1704,
.3496
221.1883**
87.2274%

.2600**
.0036
.1224
−.4415,
.9615
.1115,
.4085
1646.2221**
97.1367%

5712
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According to Cohen’s rule of thumb, a high, positive, as well as statistically significant
relationship (p < .01) existed between POS and OCB-O with estimated population correlations
ranging from .3913 to .646. However, when the reliability of OCB-O was estimated by intrarater coefficient, the estimated population effect sizes from the four procedures varied
from .2267 to .2600 which were within the medium range according to Cohen’s (1988)
conventions. Similar to the patterns observed earlier, the estimates of Mρ differed slightly
between different procedures, but differed more significantly between the two types of reliability
combinations. When comparing the results of the two types of reliability combinations, the
largest and statistically significant differences (p < .01) in Mρ estimates occurred at the results
from the two artifact correction procedures by .3864 units, and the smallest raw differences
between the two reliability combinations came from results of the Hedges-Vevea procedure
by .1556 units which indicated a not statistically significant difference. The differences in the
estimates of Mρ due to the meta-analysis procedures were generally smaller compared with the
differences due to the reliability combinations.
Sampling variances. Estimates of Vρ also varied slightly within the four procedures for
the two reliability combination scenarios for the correlation of POS with OCB-O. For the
combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha), the Hunter-Schmidt barebones procedure produced the smallest Vρ estimates at .0032 when compared to those from the
other three procedures, however the highest estimates for Vρ of .0061 came from the HunterSchmidt artifact correction procedure for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O
(intra-rater). The difference in estimates of Vρ across the no-artifact-correction procedures
were .0016 which was greater than the differences of .0005 across the correction procedures for
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the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha). However, the
difference of .0005 between the two bare-bones analysis results was smaller than the difference
of .0025 between the results from the two artifact correction procedures. In general, the Vρ
estimates for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha) were
again higher than the estimates for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB (intrarater) for all the four comparable procedures.
Credibility intervals. Practical conclusions about the presence or absence of situational
moderators varied greatly across the analysis results for the two types of reliability combinations.
Data from the two reliability combinations of POS with OCB-O concluded differently on
whether or not the relationship between POS and OCB-O varied across different populations. For
the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha), the upper bound
estimates from the four analysis procedures were all above zero; however, the lower bound of the
credibility interval was a negative value of −.4783 for the Hedges-Vevea procedure, and positive
values for the rest of the three analysis procedures. This indicated that practical conclusions from
the Hedges-Vevea procedure could be opposite to those from the other three procedures, such
that the estimated population effect size cannot be affected substantially by some situational
factors. In addition, both the upper bounds of credibility intervals from the analysis of the
Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure and the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure
exceeded unity which has a problematic meaning in practice. However, the conclusions for POS
(self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (intra-rater) were more consistent across the four procedures since
all the lower bound estimates were below zero and upper bound estimates were above zero. This
indicated that the population effect sizes of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (intra-rater) can
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be substantially impacted by a situational moderator. The data in Table 6 show that the choice of
analysis procedures, the choice of artifact corrections, and the choice of how reliability of OCBO was estimated influenced the conclusion about the variation for effect sizes of POS with OCBO in a population of studies. When compared with the credibility intervals of the two reliability
combination scenarios, the widths of credibility intervals for POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O
(self-rated alpha) were wider in comparison with the estimated widths of credibility intervals for
POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (intra-rater), except for the results from the RBNL procedure.
Degree of heterogeneity. Table 6 displays each of the Q tests as statistically significant
(p < .01) with high heterogeneity coefficients I2 ranging from 88.7876% to 98.5519% for POS
(self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha), and from 87.2274% to 97.1367% for POS
(self-rated) with OCB-O (intra-rater). A high degree of true between-study heterogeneity
therefore was indicated and the next step is to examine what sample and study characteristics
would be able to explain this high heterogeneity. Consistent with what has been seen from Table
3 to Table 5, the measure of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha) contained
relatively higher I2 than these from POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (intra-rater) for each of
the four analysis procedures. An exception occurred at Table 6: The RBNL generated higher
degree of heterogeneity estimates of coefficients I2 for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha)
with OCB-O (intra-rater).
Inter-correlated Reliabilities and Meta-Analysis Results
In order to holistically explore how the meta-analysis results differ due to the choice of
correction, the choice of analysis procedure, and the choice of reliability estimates, the key
statistical indices from the previous two sections were organized together in Table 7 for each of
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the eight research scenarios. In addition, a method of visual display was adopted to assist this
investigation. Two key meta-analysis estimators of Mρ and Vρ were presented in Figure 7 and
Figure 8 separately for the correlation of POS with JP, and the results for the correlation between
POS and the three OCB constructs were displayed in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

Table 7. Summary of the meta-analysis and the inter-correlation of reliabilities
Criterion variable/
Type of reliability

No. of
effect
sizes

Hedges-Vevea
Mρ (Vρ)

HunterSchmidt
Bare-Bones
Mρ (Vρ)

HunterSchmidt
Individual
Artifact
Correction
Mρ (Vρ)

RBNL
Individual
Artifact
Correction
Mρ (Vρ)

.2169
(.0035)
.1653
(.0047)

.1859
(.0032)
.1566
(.0044)

.2168
(.0045)
.1824
(.0058)

.2168
(.0040)
.1824
(.0055)

.3460
(.0018)
.2255
(.0042)

.2881
(.0015)
.2014
(.0039)

.3538
(.0021)
.2264
(.0049)

.3538
(.0012)
.2264
(.0041)

.2466
(.0031)
.1941
(.0054)

.3577
(.0023)
.1887
(.0050)

.4183
(.0034)
.2157
(.0065)

.4183
(.0025)
.2157
(.0033)

.3913
(.0032)
.2357
(.0050)

.5365
(.0016)
.2267
(.0045)

.6464
(.0024)
.2600
(.0061)

.6464
(.0019)
.2600
(.0036)

Correlation of
rXX with rYY

JP
Self-rated Alpha

32

Other-rated Intra-rater

59

.1166
.2292

OCB-Overall
Self-rated Alpha

15

Other-rated Intra-rater

15

−.3743
.0959

OCB-I
Self-rated Alpha

32

Other-rated Intra-rater

38

.2339
.0793

OCB-O
Self-rated Alpha

23

Other-rated Intra-rater

28

−.2512
.1416
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Figure 7. The results of estimated Mρ for the correlation of Perceived Organizational Support and
Job Performance

Figure 8. The results of estimated Vρ for the correlation of Perceived Organizational Support and
Job Performance
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Figure 9. The results of estimated Mρ for the correlation of Perceived Organizational Support and
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Overall, OCB to Individuals, and OCB to Organization

Figure 10. The results of estimated Vρ for the correlation of Perceived Organizational Support
and Organizational Citizenship Behavior Overall, OCB to Individuals, and OCB to Organization
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With regard of the meta-analysis methodology, the two artifact correction procedures
generated identical Mρ estimates to four decimal places for each set of studies, and their Mρ and
Vρ estimates were higher than those from the two bare-bones procedures. For the first two sets
studying the relationships of POS with JP and POS with OCB-Overall, the differences in Mρ
between the Hedge-Vevea procedure and the two artifact correction procedure were very trivial,
whereas the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure produced lower Mρ estimates than the other
three procedures. Within either of the two POS-Criterion correlations, when comparing the
results between the two reliability combinations, the differences in Mρ were very salient that the
estimates from the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion variable (self-rated alpha)
were higher than those from the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion variable
(other-rated intra-rater), regardless of the analysis procedures or the choice of artifact correction.
When looking at the estimated sampling variances Vρ, the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction
procedure always provided the largest estimates for Vρ among the four procedures and the lowest
estimates of Vρ were consistently generated from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure. The
studies that involved criterion variable with other-rated intra-rater reliability generated higher
estimates of Vρ when compared to the Vρ estimates from these scenarios when criterion reliability
was estimated through self-rated alpha.
For the relationship of POS with OCB-I as well as the relationship of POS with OCB-O,
the two artifact correction procedures generated relatively larger estimates of Mρ followed by
those from the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure. However, the lowest values were
produced by the Hedges-Vevea procedure when looking at the combination of POS (self-rated
alpha) with criterion variables (self-rated alpha). When criterion reliability was estimated by
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other-rater intra-rater coefficient, the lowest estimates of Mρ were produced by the HunterSchmidt bare-bones procedure. This pattern was different from what we have seen in the results
for the correlation of POS with JP and for the correlation of POS with OCB-Overall. When
looking at the estimates of Vρ, the highest estimates were observed at the Hunter-Schmidt artifact
correction procedure across the studies with the exception that for the scenario of POS (self-rated
alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha) the Hedge-Vevea procedure provided the highest value of
Vρ.
Summary
This chapter presents the results for the correlation analysis between reliability estimates
of predictor POS and its criterion variables, as well as the meta-analysis results for the four pairs
of correlations by the four different analysis procedures and the two types of reliability
combinations. In general, there was a statistically significant correlation between the reliability
estimates of POS and its criterion variables, although the magnitude of these correlations were
moderate to small. In terms of the meta-analysis results, it was consistently observed that
perceived organizational support substantially correlated with job performance and with the three
constructs of organizational citizenship behavior. The choice of artifact correction, analysis
procedure, and the types of reliability estimates did not significantly impact the existence of
these correlations, but did impact the magnitude of these correlations and the degree of variation
of the correlation in a population of studies. Major discrepancies and conflicts in practical
conclusions occurred due to the differences in estimates of τ2 for between-study variance and
associated credibility interval. Certain analysis procedures might have provided overestimated
upper bounds for this interval, indicating a correlation coefficient greater than unity.

CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
This chapter summarizes the results of the current study and their practical implications.
The study limitations as well as the directions for future research are also discussed.
Summary of the Study
Recent reviews on meta-analysis practice have shown that the individual artifact
correction approach actually has been adopted more often in field research than the artifactdistribution-based correction approach, even though a lot methodological efforts have been
invested in the latter one. In fact, individual correction functionally and practically outperforms
artifact-distribution-based correction methods, which linearly encourages the use of individual
correction methods particularly for correcting measurement errors. The Hunter-Schmidt
individual artifact correction procedure has been widely used in the Industrial and Organizational
field; however, it does not specifically address the condition of correlated reliability. Raju et al.’s
meta-analytic approach, on the other hand, performs quite well in the situation when there are a
non-zero correlations among true validity and artifacts, and the equations for sampling variance
calculation include variance components to account for the correlations between statistical
artifacts (Raju et al., 1991; Raju et al., 1998). Empirically, several comparison studies adopted
Monte Carlo simulations which were used to assess the robustness of the two meta-analysis
procedures under various violations for pairwise artifact independence (Le & Schmidt, 2006;
Mendoza & Reinhardt 1991; Raju et al., 1998). However, most these focuses were on
91
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inter-correlation between the true score and the error score, rather than the independency
between reliabilities. Additionally, these studies are often very limited by their dependence of the
Monte Carlo framework. That is, most assessments for the accuracy and reasonableness of
conclusions from the analyses have been carried out in environments where assumptions are
literally met, conditions are deliberately designed, and data is neatly simulated. None of these
studies used real-world data to examine the effect of correlated reliabilities on the corrected
correlation effect sizes. There is a clear gap in our knowledge of the magnitude of reliability
correlations and the effect that correlated reliabilities have on the estimates of corrected mean
population correlation. Based on this understanding, the current work fills in this gap by using
real-world data to compare the meta-analysis results of the individual artifact correction
procedures with the results of the non-correction procedures, under the condition of correlated
reliabilities. This is also a good opportunity to use real data to look into the necessity of artifact
correction in field study.
The current study meta-analyzed 244 effect sizes collected from the published and
unpublished field research regarding the correlation of perceived organizational support and its
criterion variables as an example. The four most popular meta-analysis procedures, the HedgesVevea procedure, the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure, the Hunter-Schmidt individual
artifact correction procedure, and the RBNL individual artifact procedure by Raju et al. (1991)
were applied to examine how correlated reliabilities impact on the meta-analytic results of these
realistic data.
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Findings
The reliability correlation was calculated based on Fisher’s z-transformed reliability
estimates and the significance of this correlation was confirmed using a z test. In general, there
were statistically significant correlations ranging from .0793 to .3742 between the reliability of
POS and the reliability of its criterion variables. Therefore, when artifact correction metaanalysis is conducted, the assumption of pairwise independence between reliabilities that most
analytical procedures require cannot be carelessly assumed without examination.
Table 7 shows that estimated correlation effect sizes Mρ varied from .1566 to .2169 in the
first set of studies for the correlation of POS and JP, from .2014 to .3538 in the second set for the
correlation of POS and OCB-Overall, from .1887 to .4183 in the third set for the correlation of
POS and OCB-Individuals, and from .2267 to .6464 in the fourth set for the correlation of POS
and OCB-Organization. High heterogeneity in the estimated population correlations was found
for each set of studies regardless of the choice of analysis procedures, which in turn should lead
to a further exploration for the effect of situational moderators.
When comparing the two artifact correction procedures, the Hunter-Schmidt individual
artifact correction and the RBNL artifact correction, no differences were found for the estimates
of Mρ. Higher Vρ estimate was actually always observed from the analysis of the Hunter-Schmidt
artifact correction. When comparing the two non-artifact-correction methods, the Hedges-Vevea
procedure and the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure, minimal differences were found
between the estimates of Mρ from the two methods, whereas higher Vρ was observed from the
Hedges-Vevea analysis procedure. Comparing across the four analysis procedures, no
statistically significant differences were noted for the estimates of Mρ, yet it did seem like the
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Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction procedure always provided highest value for Vρ and the
Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure consistently provided the lowest value for Vρ. It should be
noted that to date, there is no method available for the significant test for the differences of Vρ.
When comparing the meta-analysis results between the two forms of criterion reliability,
the estimates of Mρ from the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion variable (selfrated alpha) were higher, and sometimes significantly higher, than those from the combination of
POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion variable (other-rated intra-rater). The estimates of Vρ were
greater for the studies that involved the criterion variable with other-rated intra-rater reliability
than those where criterion reliability was estimated through self-rated alpha.
Implications
Over the history of methodological development for psychometric meta-analysis,
correlations between reliability, range restriction, and true effect sizes have been extensively
studied; however, few research had depicted and studied the situation of correlated reliability.
Köhler et al.’s (2015) was the first that quantitatively confirmed the existence of correlated
reliability with the real-world data. Additionally, Raju et al.’s Monte Carlo study (1998) was the
first of few that deliberately simulated data with predefined conditions to mimic the reality in
which a pairwise independence assumption was violated to various degrees. One of the
conditions they predefined for inter-correlations among artifacts was to set the magnitude of the
correlation between predictor reliability and outcome reliability as .00, .25, and .35,
corresponding to zero correlation, low correlation, and medium correlation respectively. They
then examined the meta-analysis results and compared them under each of the three simulation
conditions. Retrospectively, these specifications for their simulated data were consistent with
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what has been observed in the current study concerning the magnitude of the correlation between
reliability estimates ranging from the lowest .0793 to the highest .3742 (Table 7). All of them
were statistically significant with very small p values, even though it was likely that the
significance was due to the large sample sizes included in the studies. Therefore, it is hardly
acceptable to assume without any initial examination that there is an independent relationship
between reliabilities when conduct artifact correction meta-analysis.
Raju et al. (1998) investigated how the inter-correlations among three artifacts as well as
the true validity ρ impact the accuracy of meta-analytical estimation. The three artifacts that were
taken into consideration included criterion unreliability, predictor unreliability, and range
restriction. In addition, they analyzed the simulated data with two validity generalization models,
the Hunter-Schmidt artifact correction model and the RBNL artifact correction model. In their
simulation, one of the inter-correlation conditions was to set the correlation between ρXX
and ρYY ranging from low negative −.2125 to high positive .4130. This simulation setup is
comparable to what we have observed through the real-world data analyzed in the present
study—that a correlation between ρXX and ρYY ranged from −.3743 to .2339.
Through the simulated data, they found out that the population average Mρ was estimated
similarly between the two models. Under the condition that there is non-zero correlation between
artifacts and true effect sizes, the Hunter-Schmidt procedure tended to produce an overestimated
Vρ which is larger than the true Vρ, whereas the RBNL procedure would provide a slightly lower
value of Vρ yet closer to the true value. These observations were consistent with the findings in
the current study. In this study, there was no difference found between the Hunter-Schmidt
individual correction procedure and the RBNL procedure for the estimates of Mρ, however the
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sample variance estimates Vρ and between-study variances τ from the Hunter-Schmidt procedure
2

were always larger than those from the RBNL procedure. The Hunter-Schmidt procedure was
more likely to expose itself to a higher risk of overestimation, which in turn can easily cause an
upper bound estimate of confidence intervals and credibility intervals over unity—as what was
seen in Table 5 and Table 6. However, as was concluded by Raju et al. (1998), the violation of
independence among artifacts has minimal effect on meta-analysis results unless artifacts are
correlated with true correlations. The present study confirms that when range restriction was not
considered, the differences in the estimates of Mρ and Vρ were trivial between the two procedures,
and it seems the type of the criterion reliability or the degree of the correlation of reliabilities did
not significantly impact how the two artifact correction procedures differed from each other.
Hall and Brannick (2002) also adopted a Monte Carlo framework to compare the HedgesVevea (1998) procedure with the Hunter-Schmidt (1990) procedure. They examined the two
procedures under the situations in which there were no artifacts other than sampling error as well
as the situations in which artifacts attenuated correlations due to criterion unreliability and range
restriction on predictor variable. When sampling error was the only one considered, both barebones procedures generated comparable estimates for Mρ. However, the Hunter-Schmidt
procedure would produce less biased Mρ than the Hedge-Vevea procedure. The estimates of Vρ
from both procedures became increasingly inaccurate as the true variance of effect sizes in the
population increased. But in general, the Hunter-Schmidt estimates were more closely aligned
with the true Vρ than were those from the Hedges-Vevea procedure. They concluded that the
Hedges-Vevea procedure tended to overestimate the true Mρ, while the Hunter-Schmidt
procedure produced underestimates for true Vρ. However, the differences in estimation results by
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the two procedures are usually quite small. These findings were also confirmed by Field’s
simulation study (2001) when only sampling errors was considered. Looking at the results from
the two bare-bones procedures in the present study, they were harmonically in agreement with
those from the previous Monte Carlo research. The Hedges-Vevea procedure did produce higher
estimates for both Mρ and Vρ than the Hunter-Schmidt procedure for almost all the studies,
however the differences between the two procedures were trivial. The only exception was
observed at the estimates of Mρ for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (selfrated alpha) as well as the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha),
where the Hedges-Vevea procedure actually provided lower values of Mρ than those from the
Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure, yet the differences were not statistically significant.
Initial examination on outliers or influential cases did not find any potential factors that might be
able to explain this exception.
In the situations where artifacts (i.e., criterion unreliability and range restriction on
predictor variable) were assumed, Hall and Brannick (2002) found that the uncorrected HedgesVevea procedure produced estimates of Mρ and Vρ that were about half the size of the true
population values. In contrast, the Hunter-Schmidt individual artifact correction procedure
produced fairly accurate estimates close to the true parameters. When looking at the results of the
present studies, the uncorrected Hedge-Vevea procedure did provide lower estimates for Mρ
when compared to the Hunter-Schmidt individual artifact correction procedure. But the
differences for Mρ between the two approaches were very insignificant (i.e., .0009 and .0171) for
those studies involved the correlation of POS with JP and the correlation of POS with OCBOverall. The larger differences (i.e., .1717 and .2551) were found from the analyses for the
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correlation of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (self-rated alpha) as well as the correlation of
POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha). Yet again in practical terms none of these
differences were statistically significant, which was contrary to the “half the size differences”
mentioned earlier by Hall and Brannick (2002). In terms of Vρ estimates, it was interesting to see
that the differences between the uncorrected Hedges-Vevea procedure and the corrected HunterSchmidt procedure in the present study were so small as to be negligible (i.e., the largest
difference of .0011). The size of the difference in Mρ as well as in Vρ between the two analysis
procedures in the current data were not quite aligned with what was concluded by Hall and
Brannick (2002). It should be noted that Hall and Brannick’s study (2002) did not factor in the
situation when the pairwise independence assumption is not tenable, therefore their conclusions
did not take into account of correlated reliabilities. But from the current data analysis, it seems
that neither the type of reliability nor the magnitude of the inter-correlation of reliabilities
alterated the conclusions reached by the previous research.
Köhler et al. (2015) pointed out that it is still unknown whether the correlated reliabilities
and their interdependence actually leads to a substantial bias in meta-analytical results, and they
stated that the actual effect of correlated reliabilities on the estimates of Mρ and Vρ in artifact
correction meta-analysis is unlikely to be simple. The present study attended to address this topic
and the findings could provide some insight. Although the differences between the analysis
procedures were not striking and were aligned with what we have learned from the past Monte
Carlo studies, the differences between the results of the two types of reliability combinations for
each POS-Criterion correlation were definitely noticeable and deserved extra research attention.
Regardless of the degree of reliability correlation, the analysis procedures, and the choice of
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artifact correction, the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion (self-rated alpha)
always provided higher Mρ and lower Vρ estimates than the combination of POS (self-rated alpha)
with criterion (other-rated intra-rater). A closer look was paid to the observed reliability values
for predictor and criterion variables in Table 3. It seems that the observed average reliabilities
were higher for the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion (other-rated intra-rater)
than the corresponding values from the combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion
(self-rated alpha). When considering artifact correction, the smaller reliability estimates for the
combination of POS (self-rated alpha) with criterion (self-rated alpha) were very likely inducing
an overestimation for Mρ, and a smaller estimation for Vρ. This might have explained why the
statistically significant differences in Mρ estimates between the two types of reliability
combinations were more commonly seen in the current analyses. When the information was
provided by the same person for both the predictor and criterion variable, it is likely that the
correlation between the two variables would be naturally higher than the correlation from the
case when the information for the two variables were provided by different parties. In the first
case, some specific factor errors (i.e., all the front-line employees are under the stress of getting
laid off) can be counted to the true scores for both variables, which potentially lead to a higher
covariance or correlation between predicator and outcome. Holding the observed score constant,
if the specific errors were counted towards the true score, this will leave a lower amount of
sampling errors and variations. In personnel psychology, covariation between the two variables
can be caused by the effect of situational variables such as the setting in which data is collected,
the nature of personnel assessment (i.e., self-assessed or other-assessed), and some drastic
organizational change. On the other hand, when the information was collected from two parties,
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this kind of specific error can be potentially avoided, which might lead to less covariation
between variables and high variations in the relationship between them.
In the current study, the inflations for the correlation estimates and the deflations for the
sampling variances seemed more salient for the combinations of predictor (self-rated alpha) with
criterion (self-rated alpha), compared to the combinations of predictor (self-rated alpha) with
criterion (other-rated intra-rater). It could be that how the reliability was estimated does
substantially change our findings or conclusions, as opposed to the degree of correlation between
reliabilities. Schmidt, Viswesvaran, and Ones (2000) insisted that interrater reliability should be
used to correct an observed validity coefficient. Because it is the only reliability coefficient that
reflects the effects of all four sources of measurement error that are in play, rater leniency effects,
halo effects (the rater by rate interactions), random response error, and transient error. However,
Murphy and DeShon (2000) preferred intra-rater reliability estimates of performance ratings
such as coefficient alpha. They considered self-reported ratings, when adequately conceptualized
and measured, as the most construct-valid in terms of minimizing criterion deficiency and
criterion contamination. These two opposite opinions, as an example, indicated the existence of
the contradiction about what kind of reliability estimates need to be used when considering
artifact correction. However, it indeed is already known that reliability is sensitive to sampling
characters, and it can be influenced by the purpose of measurement (e.g., managerial selection vs.
developmental feedback), testing condition (e.g., noise, equipment, and time of day), and the
data sources (self, other people) (Brannick & Zhang, 2013). The current research does agree that
we should shift our attention to the fundamental research in reliability estimates and assess the
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meta-analytical differences caused by using different methods to estimate reliability for the same
construct.
From the analyses on the four sets of studies and eight reliability combinations, the
conclusions from the previous Monte Carlo studies can be roughly confirmed with the current
research findings, particularly when looking at the differences due to various analysis procedures
and the differences due to the choice of artifact correction. While the Hunter-Schmidt and the
RBNL artifact correction procedures did not produce many meaningful differences, the noncorrection Hedges-Vevea procedure did not differ significantly compared to the two procedures.
Admittedly, the Hunter-Schmidt bare-bones procedure was the one offering lowest values for
estimates of Mρ and Vρ, with exceptions for a few cases, such as the analyses for the correlation
of POS (self-rated alpha) with OCB-I (self-rated alpha) as well as the correlation of POS (selfrated alpha) with OCB-O (self-rated alpha). The claimed primary advantage of psychometric
meta-analysis (PMA) was not distinctly observed in the current research—namely, that PMA did
not permit a more accurate estimate of population correlations by correcting for the statistical
artifacts of measurement error. The type of reliability estimates, on the other hand, seemed to
matter the most when conducting meta-analysis, regardless of whether or not artifact correction
was considered. It is advocated that research attention should be shifted onto how to estimate
reliability appropriately and to what extent the reliability estimates differ when various
estimation methods are used. We should reflect on the research needs in reality for further
development on artifact correction methods, and definitely put a pause on piling one technical
refinement on top of another. Excessive refinements sometimes only lead to an increasing
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complexity in correction procedures and equations yet not meaningful improvement for
estimating population parameters.
The claimed advantage of artifact correction was not distinctly noticeable in the current
research especially when comparing the results from the Hedges-Vevea method and those from
the artifact correction methods. Methodologically when estimating population parameters such
as Mρ, Vρ, and τ2, the differences between the no-correction Hedges-Vevea method and the other
methods involve data transformation for observed effect size and the weighting scheme for
calculation, especially the weighting scheme for Hedges-Vevea’s is a much more complex one
for a random-effect model. These calculation complexities actually make the Hedges-Vevea
method a strong and robust meta-analysis method. In fact, a comparison study using MonteCarlo simulation by Mendoza & Reinhardt (1991) concluded that the Hedge’s approach
performed fairly accurately when the selection ratio was larger than .1 along with the existence
of measurement error artifacts, meaning that the no-correction Hedges-Vevea’s method could
potentially perform quite stable even when statistical artifacts such as range restriction and
measurement error exist. Although the present study did not specifically introduce the effect of
range restriction on meta-analysis results into this investigation, it is possible that the estimation
results could be still similar to each other for the Hedges-Vevea method and the two artifact
correction methods.
Future Research
It is still undetermined whether or not artifact correction is effective and necessary in the
field of meta-analysis. For example, Murphy (2003) mentioned that all the complexity in artifact
correction models for estimation did not actually cause much difference among them, whereas
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the results of the bare-bones models turn out to be not very different from those that involve
artifact correction. Aguinis et al. (2011) concurred that technical refinements in meta-analysis
usually lead to very small substantive changes in the results and the subsequent conclusions.
Lebreton, Scherer and James (2014) demonstrated their critical perspectives regarding the
statistical values being used in artifact correction. They pointed out that the current pervasive
culture of artifact correction encouraged a growing acceptance of studies that adopted artifact
correction methods. However, some of the assumed reliability or range restriction values these
studies incorporated were outdated and inappropriate, which led to an adjusted effect size
estimate that was less creditable. In reality, true score is never known, so we can only use the
comparison on real-world data to tell if the methods are very different from each other. If the
differences are minimal, then does it really matter which analysis procedure we should use or to
what extent a statistical assumption that a procedure requires is violated?
The current study revealed that neither the choice of artifact correction nor the choice of
analysis procedure provided any significant improvement in the estimation results or in the
research conclusions. It was the choice of the reliability estimates that provided noticeable
differences in the analysis results. The impact of the violation of the assumption of independent
reliability on the estimation results did not seem at all significant, which was predicted in Raju et
al. (1998) study. The current findings to a certain degree support the general conclusions from
other researchers such as Hall and Brannick (2002) as well as Raju et al. (1998). Admittedly, the
core purpose of meta-analysis is to provide reliable, accurate, and stable estimates for the relation
of variables, and thus any technical refinement that leads to an improvement in the estimation of
correlations should be worthwhile (Köhler et al., 2015). But we should also seek for a logical
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balance between the practical gains and non-stop technical refinements for artifact correction.
Perhaps it might be more worthwhile to devote additional efforts in improving the existing
simple bare-bones procedures to be more resilient to statistical artifacts. This could be another
research focus we can pursue to improve the use of meta-analysis in a wider field.
Some researchers (Lambert & Curlette, 1995; Oswald & Johnson, 1998) demonstrated
that discrepancies between true ρ and its estimated ρ in a meta-analysis get larger if smaller
within-study sample sizes and smaller numbers of effect sizes are included. Hunter and Schmidt
(2004) dedicated a chapter to discussing the issue of second-order sampling error. If the number
of sample studies is small, then even with appropriate application of the artifact correction
formulas, there will still be non-trivial sampling error in the final meta-analysis results. Oswald
and Johnson (1998) suggested that, compared with other inferential statistical procedures, artifact
correction meta-analysis may actually be more negatively affected by assumption violations such
as non-normal distributions in observed effect sizes. This may be because in meta-analysis there
are many statistical corrections and each correction has its own set of assumptions (e.g., linearity,
heteroscedasticity). All of these aforementioned researchers directed us to a potential remedy to
improve the estimation results for artifact correction procedure, which is to select individual
studies with a larger sample size and increase the number of studies included in a meta-analysis.
The same idea can be applied to the bare-bones procedures to see if the differences between
artifact correction procedures and no correction procedures will be narrowed when an infinite
amount of studies with larger sample sizes are included in the meta-analysis. The impact of
violation to normal distribution assumptions and pairwise independence assumption could also
be tested under the condition of an increased amount of studies and increased sample sizes.
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Limitations
This present research is inevitably subject to limitations. Although all efforts were made
to reduce selection bias, it is quite possible that some relevant studies were not included in the
current data. It is assumed that in the current study all the construct validities of job performance
and organizational citizenship behaviors are hypothetically valid and consistent across sample
studies using different measures. However, readers of this research should be aware that different
measures might have represented different construct validities. Since construct validity is not the
focus of the current study, caution should be paid due to biased population estimates potentially
caused by these untenable assumptions.
Second, only limited types of reliability estimates were examined in the current study
including coefficient alpha and intra-rater reliability. Other forms of reliability estimates, such as
inter-rater, test-retest, and parallel forms, were not included due to their limited use in field
practice especially in VG studies (Aguinis et al., 2011; Köhler et al., 2015). Hence, the
conclusions from the current study should be interpreted with caution when these types of
reliability estimates are the focus of a research. The interaction between reliability estimates and
range restriction is also not the focus of the current study due to the fact that a large amount of
studies have devoted efforts to this matter. However, Monte Carlo study results showed that the
uncorrected alpha (internal consistency) suffered as a function of the selection ratio (range
restriction) and the correlation between the test and the selection variable in both single and
meta-analytic studies (Le & Schmidt, 2006; Li, 2013;).
In addition, the current research only tested selected artifact correction procedures,
including the Hunter-Schmidt procedure and the RBNL procedure, on a limited amount of
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sample studies. The number of studies included in the current investigation can be considered as
moderate. If the number of sample studies is small, the final meta-analysis results will suffer
from second-sampling error (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004). Plus, Oswald and Johnson (1998)
demonstrated that discrepancies between the population correlation

and its meta-analytic

estimate ρ tend to get larger with smaller within-study sample sizes and with smaller numbers of
effect sizes included in the meta-analysis. Therefore, the current research conclusion and
implication should be interpreted and understood with caution. Data analyzed in the current
study are limited to the Industrial and Organizational psychology field, hence generalizing the
current conclusions to other research domains should be carefully considered. It is important to
be cognizant of the fact that the findings here might not be replicated across other research fields.
Summary
After more than 20 years of methodological development, psychometric meta-analysis
consumers are now surrounded by a myriad of artifact correction procedures and techniques.
Most artifact correction methods are developed and applied on the condition of their respective
assumptions, some of which may not always hold in research settings, thus cautions should be
paid when a correction method is adopted.
The current study used the real-world data to compare the artifact correction procedures
against the traditional non-correction meta-analysis procedures. The results revealed that neither
the choice of artifact correction nor the choice of analysis procedure provided any significant
difference in the estimation results or in the research conclusions, whereas it was the choice of
the reliability estimates that provided noticeable differences in the analysis results. In addition,
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the impact of the violation to the assumption of independent reliability on the estimation results
did not seem to be significant at all.
An adoption of any research and analysis method requires comprehensive understanding
and careful application of this method in practice, and this ground rule is particularly critical for
meta-analysis studies. As the statistical artifact correction procedures continue to develop,
researchers should be aware that artifact correction should be applied appropriately, not
mechanically. The ultimate goal of the methodology development for meta-analysis is to
facilitate field research, rather than to devote excessive efforts in improving estimation
techniques that yield no meaningful differences to meta-analysis consumers.
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Overall distribution of the observed effect sizes for the correlation of POS with its criterion
variables.
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Protection of Human Rights
The current meta-analysis research involves the collection of existing data, documents,
and records that are publicly available. Information is recorded at the study level by the
investigator in a manner that subjects from each study cannot be identified, directly or through
identifiers linked to the subjects. Therefore, the current study meets the IRB exemption criteria
listed in 45 CFR 46.101(b) because no human subjects will be directly involved in the current
study.
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